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Executive Summary
Systemic failure to protect Nortel's disability insurance in its Health and Welfare Trust (―HWT‖),
is causing all employer sponsored disability insurance in Canada to be unsafe. Accepting the
status quo is to accept the financial abuse of Canadian disabled employees.
In the case of Nortel, the failure to protect the disability insurance funded by assets in the Nortel
HWT, has caused severe financial and emotional distress to some 360 Nortel disabled employees
and their 160 children. The parties involved in this failure are the employer, Nortel, and its
Governance Committees responsible for the Nortel HWT, Northern Trust as the Third Party
Trustee for the Nortel HWT, Sun Life as the Administrative Services Provider and primary
interface with the disabled employees, the bankruptcy lawyers paid by Nortel, the bankruptcy
court and the Federal and Provincial Governments. As set out in this report, each of these parties
had the ability, and in some cases the fiduciary responsibility, to take steps and render decisions
that could have avoided or, alternatively provided a remedy for, the dire circumstances of
hardship facing the Nortel disabled as result of inadequate funding in the Nortel HWT.
Nortel acted as a responsible employer fully funding its disability insurance in its HWT until
2005. But, since then, things have gone awry. Evidence suggests that the HWT Governance
Committees and Third Party Trustee, Northern Trust, breached their fiduciary duties to protect
Nortel's disabled employees and survivors of deceased employees by allowing Nortel to misdirect
over $100 M from the HWT for purposes inconsistent with the terms of the HWT. HWT Financial
Statements have not been audited since 2001. Not even the employee contributions to purchase
optional disability insurance is accounted for.
The Nortel disabled families should not have to bear the consequences for this systemic failure:
their poverty is through no fault of their own.
These disabled persons are entirely justified in asking their Governments to provide for
emergency relief not only because our social security safety net for the disabled is inadequate,
but also due to the fact that our bankruptcy laws and court procedures fail to provide adequate
safe guards for the disabled. It must be recognized that we have a legal framework in this
country that permits unsafe employer sponsored disability insurance and the removal of assets
from the trust accounts funding disability insurance. Something needs to be done to fix the
statutes so that these sorts of abuses are deterred and courts, including bankruptcy courts, use
effective and timely remedies at a priority above the creditors.
The Federal Government's reason to not intervene in the Nortel disabled case is that an amended
settlement dated March 30, 2010 (the "Interim Settlement") was approved by the court on
March 31, 2010. As discussed in this report, the Interim Settlement is profoundly unjust to the
disabled relative to the 22,900 pensioners and 1,600 severed employees covered by the
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settlement. The court appointed representative of the disabled group consented to it under the
imminent threat of medical funding being cut. Further, the disabled group did not receive
meaningful disclosure of HWT financial documents, or sufficient disclosure as to the rights
being compromised through the Interim Settlement. Therefore, the disabled were not in a
position to provide their informed consent. Moreover, the Interim Settlement process did not
provide for a vote to demonstrate majority support from the disabled group.
The Interim Settlement provided for only 9 months, or $12 M worth, of disability income, medical
and life benefits from Nortel in 2010. In exchange, the settlement extinguished the rights of disabled
to pursue any remedies for the HWT funding shortfall, an amount unknown at the time. The disabled
learned 5 months later their HWT shortfall is caused by $45 M of assets withdrawn from the HWT
and another $30 M of the remaining HWT assets allocated to the pensioners for a life insurance
settlement, even though they had not died yet.
The HWT funding shortfall is most relevant to the disabled since the HWT provides their disability
income, while the pensioners income is paid from the pension funds, that have a published funding
ratio of about 64%. Ontario pensioners have a much higher funding ratio due to Ontario taxpayers
providing a grant to top-up the first $12,000 per year of pension income through the Ontario Pension
Benefit Guaranty Fund.

The 39th Court Monitor's Report, which recommended the Interim Settlement, deceptively
implies there are no statutory or legal obligations associated with Nortel's disability insurance.
However, once an employer decides to sponsor disability insurance, it does have legal obligations
within the common law applicable to contracts and constructive trusts. Furthermore, once an
employer establishes a trust for this disability insurance, it has trust obligations for funding,
investment and the use of trust assets in accordance with the trust agreement, accepted actuarial
practice, and statutes, such as the Income Tax Act and CRA Rules for HWTs and Disability Wage
Loss Replacement Plans, and the Ontario Trustee Act.
Despite the efforts by the dissenting Nortel disabled to oppose the extinguishing of their legal
rights, the court gave deference to the court appointed representative legal counsel for the nonunion disabled, Koskie Minsky LLP (KM), and the CAW Canada legal counsel. Neither of these
legal counsel presented meritorious breach of trust claims and valid breach of fiduciary duties
claims against third parties, including the Third Party Trustee, Northern Trust, and members of
Nortel’s HWT Corporate Governance Committees.
When the Ontario Superior Court of Justice bankruptcy court and the Court of Appeal of Ontario
accepted the Interim Settlement agreed to by the representatives, important legal principles were
unable to be tested that would have benefitted the Nortel disabled, such as: (1) employer sponsored
disability insurance is different than pension fund deficits and unpaid severance that had already been
subject to appeals validating their compromise to serve the remedial purpose of restructuring under
CCAA; (2) employer sponsored disability insurance involves a relationship of constructive trust with
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vulnerable persons; and (3) breach of fiduciary duties within a trust of a bankrupt employer requires
a priority remedy above the unsecured creditors.

A priority remedy for constructive trust and breach of fiduciary obligations in a trust have been
validated in subsequent bankruptcy court cases. On June 25, 2010, the bankruptcy court gave a
full priority settlement of $7 M for the deferred retirement income of 9 Nortel executives using
the reasons of constructive trust and unjust enrichment to the creditors. On April 7, 2011, the
Court of Appeal of Ontario granted a CCAA appeal awarding full priority remedy for breach of
fiduciary obligation in a trust by Indalex for not fully funding its Executive Pension Plan for 26
Indalex executives. The 9 Nortel executives and the 26 Indalex executives were represented by
KM.
A remedy for the financial abuse of the Nortel disabled can be achieved in various ways. Two
straightforward examples are: (1) a retroactive bankruptcy law amendment to have the Nortel
estate creditors repay money to the Nortel disabled that does not rightfully belong to them,
because it is money taken from their trust account; or (2) an $80 M emergency relief payment
from Governments to compensate for their negligence in failing to protect employer sponsored
disability insurance known to be unsafe since the Massey Combines bankruptcy in 1988.
Solution (1) is preferred because there is over $6.1 B in the Nortel bankruptcy estate as of
February 5, 2011, even before taking into account the current $900 M stalking horse bid from
Google for the intellectual patents. In solution (1), the taxpayer is not forced to accept the
downloading of the Nortel disabled onto Canada's social security programs.
The concern about precedent and the cost of future emergency response to other disabled
employees at insolvent employers is eliminated by: (1) Federal and Provincial legislative
amendments to more clearly require and enforce the full funding of employer sponsored
disability insurance within trusts at both Federally and Provincially registered corporations; and,
(2) Federal Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act (CCAA) and Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act
(BIA) amendments for priority of disability insurance claims at insolvent employers. The CCAA
and BIA need to provide the same priority for employer sponsored disability insurance at
insolvent corporations as disability insurance policyholders get above the creditors at insolvent
insurers under the Federal Winding-up and Insolvency Act.
The Federal Government has to date been unwilling to make the necessary CCAA and BIA
amendments for employer sponsored disability insurance on the advice of the banks and
bankruptcy lawyers who have done no research on the de minimus impact that priority payment
of disability insurance at insolvent employers would have on the cost of credit and the decision
to liquidate over restructuring. The Federal Government should not condone lower business
costs being achieved through the provision of bogus disability insurance. It has a responsibility
to provide security for its most vulnerable disabled citizens and to prevent the downloading of
social assistance costs onto the taxpayers.
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The recent bankruptcy law amendments under the Wage Earner Protection Program in 2005 and
2009 have nothing to do with employer sponsored disability insurance, covering just $3,405 of
unpaid wages and termination or severance pay, and unremitted regular pension contributions.
The bankruptcy law amendment in 2007 for no court stay and super-priority for credit default
swaps gave full protection on $236 billion of what is effectively insurance for the credit default
losses of the banks and other financial intermediaries. Yet the Federal Government listens to the
banks' advice for no such full protection of employer sponsored disability insurance, causing
Canada's most vulnerable citizens to be forced into poverty and death. CDSs and their superpriority protection at insolvent corporations are well-acknowledged to have been causes of the
financial crisis, including the freeze-up of $32 B of Canadian Non-Bank Asset Backed
Commercial Paper in 2007. There are over $12 B of losses today for Canadian governments,
pension funds, and corporations that were sold the Non Bank Asset Backed Commercial Paper
by the banks.
The CPP Disability Income Program provides 2011 maximum income of $13,840 and the average
paid in 2010 was $9,726 per year for a single disabled person. This is below the poverty line. A
retired single person has a combined maximum CPP and OAS income of $17,811, which is $3,971,
or 29% higher, than a single person receiving the maximum CPP disability income.

Other countries take much better care of the disabled whose employers go bankrupt. UK Pension
Protection Fund covers 100% of disability income to a limit averaging $36,068 per year. The US
Social Security for a disabled person with 2 dependent children pays $43,846 per year compared
to the maximum Canada’s CPP disability of $19,084 per year for the same disabled mother with
two children. Canada can and should do more to move up to international standards for the
disabled within its immediate peer group of the UK and US.
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Court Decisions Order the Nortel Disabled into Poverty
The following six court decisions related to the Nortel Health and Welfare Trust (HWT) have the
outcome of two major crises for Canadians:
(1) poverty and a great injustice for some 360 Nortel disabled and their 160 children;
(2) all employer sponsored long term disability insurance is now certain to be unsafe, even for
the employers who have been fully funding this disability insurance through HWTs.
Supreme Court of Canada Leave to Appeal J. LeBel, J. Fish, J. Cromwell June 9, 2011
Endorsement Leave to Appeal HWT Wind-up Settlement J. Weiler Jan. 7, 2011
Endorsement HWT Wind-up Settlement Justice Morawetz Nov. 9, 2010
Endorsement Leave to Appeal Interim Settlement J. Winkler, J. Goudge, J. MacPherson
June 3, 2010
Endorsement Interim Settlement Justice Morawetz March 31, 2010
Endorsement Interim Settlement Justice Morawetz March 26, 2010
Throughout this report, when the word disabled is used it refers to long term disabled employees,
who are determined by medical doctors to be unable to go back to work on what is very likely to
be a permanent situation. Group long term disability benefit plans typically include disability
insurance for a prescribed % of pre-disability income, medical and dental costs, life insurance
coverage and pension accrual benefits until age 65, death or recovery. Recovery is possible, in
some cases, and the ability to go back to work is monitored within these group disability benefit
plans.
Figure 1 shows that the impact of the six court decisions is certain poverty for the Nortel
disabled employees beginning on January 1, 2011. This is an impoverished outcome, even after
including the CPP disability income and assuming that 75% of their medical and dental costs
will be covered by the taxpayer funded Provincial prescription drug programs. Most of the
Nortel disabled are already receiving CPP disability income and their Nortel disability income is
paid after the CPP disability income is paid first. When the Nortel HWT pays a cash settlement
that funds only 27% to 33% of their previous Nortel disability income, there is no CPP disability
income increase to compensate for the amount of the Nortel disability income cut.
There are some Nortel disabled not currently receiving CPP disability income because they
simply never applied, or they did not meet the disability definitions for the CPP, while they did
do so for their Nortel disability insurance coverage. For these Nortel disabled, the impact of the
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Nortel HWT wind-up is very severe with their average disability income dropping from $30,900
per year to $6,500 per year. This is all the income available to meet their living expenses, after
taking into account the payment of their medical and dental costs.
The average Nortel disabled employee, on the core employer paid disability insurance, which
pays 50% of pre-disability income, has his combined Nortel and CPP disability income reduced
from $30,900 to about $13,600.
Most Nortel disabled bought with their own after tax income additional optional disability
insurance that raised their coverage from 50% to 70% of their pre-disability income. These
Nortel disabled have their combined Nortel and CPP disability income dropping from $43,300 to
$16,900 per year.
Figure 1: Comparison of Nortel Disabled and Pensioners Income after HWT and Pension Fund Wind-ups
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The Nortel disabled are considerably worse off than the Nortel pensioners, and especially so
relative to the Ontario pensioners who are getting Ontario Pension Benefit Guarantee Fund top
up payments guaranteeing the first $12,000 per year of their pension income. The Nortel
pensioners outside of Ontario have average combined Nortel, CPP and OAS pension dropping
from about $35,300 to $28,400 after. The Nortel pensioners in Ontario have their average total
pension income dropping from $35,300 before to $32,800 after.
The systemic failure of Nortel's disability insurance affects the disabled in ways beyond money.
Their health deteriorates due to the stress of the injustice of bankruptcy court procedures that
take away their legal rights without informed consent. Peter Burns, a spokesperson for the
dissenting Nortel disabled, succumbed to the pressures of his illness and this fight for justice on
May 14, 2011:
Tribute to Peter Burns - Dissenting Nortel Disabled Deceased May 14, 2011
Three Events Deplete the HWT Assets Belonging to the Disabled and Survivors
The reason why the Nortel disabled are pushed into abject poverty is because their income is
funded from the Nortel HWT and not from the Nortel Pension Fund. Nortel was responsibly
fully funding its HWT for disabled and survivors' income according to their contracts of
insurance until 2005. The legal obligations of these contracts are set out in common law
applicable to employee benefit brochures, the HWT Trustee Agreement, and in the statutes of
the Income Tax Act and Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) Rules for HWTs and Disability Wage
Loss Replacement Plans, the Ontario Trustee Act and the Ontario Consumer Protection Act.
Beginning in 2005, 3 events depleted the assets in the HWT from $139 M to an estimated $36 M
remaining for the disabled and survivors income beneficiaries. The disabled share is just $29 M.
The three events depleting the HWT assets are shown in Figure 2 and described as follows:
(1) $32 M HWT assets withdrawn during May 2005 to April 2006 to pay for the medicines
of the pensioners, active and disabled employees and the life insurance premiums of the
active and disabled employees. $24 M of the 2005-2006 withdrawn HWT assets are
allocable to the Nortel disabled ($18 M of which is clearly visible in the Mercers' Valuation
of the Obligations of the Health and Welfare Trust for the year ending September 30, 2005)
The HWT had two purposes. One purpose was for the HWT to be a conduit for the
administration of receiving employer contributions to fund annual pay as you go medical
and life insurance benefits. The second purpose of the HWT was for the accumulation of
employer contributions, together with investment income, to fund disability insurance and
survivors insurance sponsored by Nortel, and not through third party insurers. The HWT
assets are needed to pay the incurred claims of the disabled and survivors of deceased Nortel
employees. The incurred claims are for the current year and future years' income prescribed
by the terms set out in benefits' brochures, plan legal documents and the HWT Trustee
Agreement. So, when the HWT assets are used to pay for the medical costs of the
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pensioners, active and disabled employees and the life insurance premiums of the active and
disabled employees, this is a form of misappropriation or defalcation of the HWT assets,
whose purpose is to fund the incurred claims of disabled and survivors.
(2) $27 M HWT loan to Nortel written off at December 31, 2009. The HWT loan has been
outstanding at various face amounts during the HWTs history. $21 M of this HWT loan is
allocable to the Nortel disabled. This loan is an official acknowledgement that Nortel
recognized it had an obligation to pay employer contributions annually to fund the incurred
claims of the disabled and survivors, as set out in the HWT Trustee Agreement. Nortel met
its required employer contributions through a combination of cash and this IOU in the form
of "Due from Sponsoring Company," that is recorded on the HWT Statement of Net Assets
Available for Benefits.
(3) $44 M HWT assets used as a settlement to the pensioners for future life insurance
benefits, which the dissenting disabled employees say are the legal obligation of Nortel and
not the legal obligation of the legally distinct HWT. If the Leave to Appeal to the Supreme
Court of Canada is accepted and the Appeal won, then $30 M more HWT Wind-up
Settlement would go to the Nortel disabled income beneficiaries.
Figure 3 shows that the Nortel pensioners were able to use their majority headcount power to
achieve $28 M of incremental medical, life insurance and pension income benefits in the Interim
Settlement without any material loss of legal rights relating to their pension plans and the HWT.
On the other hand, the Nortel disabled achieved $12 M of incremental medical, life insurance
and disability income benefits in the March 30, 2010 Interim Settlement and lost $75 M of legal
rights relating to their employer sponsored disability insurance in the HWT.
The Interim Settlement also stops the disabled from pursuing an equitable remedy in the CCAA
Sanction or Fairness Hearing for this group being the most harmed in the Nortel CCAA and HWT
liquidations.

Figure 3 also shows that the $250 M discretionary grant from the Ontario Government paid
by Ontario taxpayers is going to the pensioners. Many of the disabled are deferred pensioners too,
but their share of this $250 M grant would be nominal due to their limited pension accruals to date
caused by their disability occurring at young ages, when their income was well below their career
potential. Now, the Nortel liquidation cuts short their capacity to accrue additional pension
entitlement until their age 65.
The Nortel HWT Wind-up Settlement for the disabled is $29 M or 27% of the estimated actuarial
liability of about $104 M for disabled income from the 2009 HWT Financial Statements, and a
similar amount in the 2005 to 2008 HWT Financial Statements. Nortel's actuary, Mercers,
substantially reduced its disabled income actuarial liability to $80 M for the period ending Dec. 31,
2010, which implies a settlement ratio of 33%. The exact amount of disabled income actuarial
liability in the range of $80 M to $104 M will be determined in the final claims process.
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Figure 2: Nortel HWT Withdrawal of Assets - Breach of Fiduciary Duties and a Form of Misappropriation or Defalcation While Acting in a Fiduciary Capacity
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Figure 3: Gains and Losses of Nortel Disabled and Pensioners

Figure 4: Nortel HWT Settlement to the Disabled Relative to All Actuarial Liabilities Owed

The disabled medical costs cut off at January 1, 2011 have an estimated actuarial liability of $30 M
according to Nortel's actuary Mercers for the period ending Dec. 31, 2010.
The total actuarial liabilities owed to the disabled is estimated at $180 M as shown in Figure 4.
The $151 M of unpaid benefits after the HWT Wind-up Settlement, are CCAA unsecured creditor
claims that will likely recover only a nominal % many years from now.
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Cash Position of the Nortel Global Bankruptcy Estate At More Than $6.1 B
The 59th Monitor's Report provides the cash position of the Nortel Global Bankruptcy Estate at
$6,120 M as of February 5, 2011. This does not include the cash from sale of the Intellectual Patents,
for which there is a stalking horse bid of $900 M from Google.
The geographic breakdown of the treasury cash and the amount in the lock-box of business sale
proceeds to date is shown in Figure 5. $560 M of the treasury cash is currently in the Nortel Canada
Estate. Mediation for the allocation of the lock-box has broken down.
Figure 5: Consolidated Cash Position of Nortel Bankruptcy Estate as of February 5, 2011

The Nortel Canada Estate is expected to have substantially worse CCAA settlement than its US
Estate due to the inter-country creditor claims against the Canada Estate in favour of the US and UK
Estates.
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National Interest in the Ontario Court Decisions on the Nortel Disabled
The six noted court decisions are of national interest since 1.1 M Canadians are covered by
employer sponsored long term disability insurance, which is now certain to fail when their
employers go insolvent (Statistics from Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association.)
The discovery is not made until the double jeopardy of disability and employer insolvency occurs.
Then, it is too late to obtain disability insurance from third party insurers and the life of an already
disabled person spirals into financial crisis.
From Figure 6, 61% of workers have safe disability insurance provided by third party insurers;
7% have employer sponsored disability insurance that is now certain to be unsafe; and 32% have
no disability insurance whatsoever. The 68% of workers that have long term disability insurance
at work would not know whether they are in the safe kind provided by third party insurers or the
unsafe kind sponsored by employers.
Fortunately, despite the large number of Canadians exposed to the anxiety of whether they have
unsafe disability insurance at work, at the end of the day there are very few disabled persons
exposed to the catastrophic impact of failed disability insurance at insolvent employers.
The double contingency must occur, and so there is only 1 in 2,776 person odds of being struck
catastrophically by unsafe disability insurance. With these odds, 400 persons out of the 1.1 M
will have catastrophic financial loss. (0.90% chance of becoming disabled and 4% chance for a
large investment grade employer to become bankrupt = 0.0360% incidence of exposure to
catastrophic financial loss.)
Figure 6: Long Term Disability Income Benefits in Canada
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The lawyers for the dissenting Nortel disabled filed an
Application for Leave to Appeal to Supreme Court of Canada March 8, 2011
of the January 7, 2011 Court of Appeal of Ontario decision on the Nortel HWT Wind-up
Settlement. The Supreme Court of Canada denied the Leave to Appeal on June 9, 2011.
Systemic Failure of Disability Insurance in HWTs is Financial Abuse of the Disabled
Systemic failure of disability insurance in HWTs is financial abuse of Canadian employees who
are struck with serious diseases and injuries. The financial abuse of this vulnerable minority
cannot be accepted by our governments, regardless of their political ideology. The very fabric
of our society breaks down when disabled persons can be financially abused, without a legal
framework that enshrines rights and safeguards procedures through which people with
disabilities can seek redress.
Professor Hilary Brown of Canterbury Christ Church University in the UK provides a useful
definition of what constitutes abuse of the disabled at page 9 of her 2003 report prepared for the
Council of Europe called Safeguarding adults and children with disabilities against abuse.

Abuse is defined as:
Any act, or failure to act, which results in a significant breach of a vulnerable person’s human
rights, civil liberties, bodily integrity, dignity or general well-being, whether intended or
inadvertent, including sexual relationships or financial transactions to which the person has not
or cannot validly consent, or which are deliberately exploitative.
Abuse may be perpetrated by any person (including by other people with disabilities) but it is
of special concern when it takes place within a relationship of trust characterised by powerful
positions based on:
– legal, professional or authority status;
– unequal physical, economic or social power;
– responsibility for the person’s day-to-day care;
– and/or inequalities of gender, race, religion or sexual orientation.
It may arise out of individual cruelty, inadequate service provision or society’s indifference.
It requires a proportional response – one which does not cut across valid choices made by
individuals with disabilities but one which does recognise vulnerability and exploitation.

Government Actions Urgently Needed To Compensate for the Nortel Disabled Abuse
We are seeking one of two alternative solutions from the Federal, Ontario, Quebec and Alberta
Governments for the financial abuse of the 360 Nortel disabled employees and their 160
children.
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Solution 1 is an Emergency Relief Payment of $80 M. APPENDIX A - Federal and
Provincial Funding of Compensation for Nortel Disabled Employees' Financial provides a
breakdown of the funding sought from the Federal, Ontario, Quebec and Alberta Governments.
Solution 2 is an Emergency Relief Act that compels the Nortel Canada Estate to make an $80 M
payment. Under Solution 2, there is no incremental Emergency Relief Payment from the
Governments, beyond the Provincial Prescription Drug Programs. APPENDIX B - Federal
Government Retroactive Legislation provides the case law confirming the Federal
Government’s authority to make retroactive legislation.
The two alternative solutions are in addition to the estimated $27 M of government assistance
already provided, comprising of approximately $4 M in allowing the HWT Wind-up Settlement
for the disabled to be received on a tax exempt basis; and, the estimated $23 M present value of
the Provincial Prescription Drug Programs, estimated to be some 75% of the future actuarial
liability for the medical and dental costs of the Nortel disabled.
Both Solutions 1 and 2 will help the 360 Nortel and their 160 children suffering financial abuse
due to the systemic failure of all the protections in our current legal framework for employer
sponsored disability insurance.
Mandatory third party disability insurance or specific government regulation and enforcement of
full funding of employer sponsored disability insurance was not adopted by our Provincial and
Federal Governments in response to the Massey Combines bankruptcy and failed disability
insurance in 1988 and the Eatons bankruptcy and failed disability insurance in 1999. Our
Governments' reliance on the current legal framework of breach of contract, breach of trust
(constructive trusts or bona fide trusts), and breach of fiduciary duties in trusts, has systemically
failed to protect employer sponsored disability insurance in the Nortel case.
The bankruptcy court's failure to protect Nortel's disability insurance is a death knell, the tolling
of a bell to end our Governments' reliance on the current legal framework for employer
sponsored disability insurance, including how current Federal bankruptcy laws work in respect to
employer sponsored disability insurance.
Disability Insurance at Insolvent Employers Should Have Same Priority as Disability
Insurance at Insolvent Insurers
The emergency solution for the Nortel disabled is not be a precedent opening the floodgate for future
government interventions in similar situations, if the Federal and Provincial Governments make
legislative amendments to protect all future Canadian employees exposed to unsafe employer
sponsored disability insurance.
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In the next section, we provide the common law on why Employer Sponsored Disability Income
Benefits Meet the Definition of Insurance .
Disability insurance at insolvent employers should have the same regulatory protections as disability
insurance at insolvent insurers.

Disability insurance provided by insurers, has three elements of protection in Canadian law:
(1) requirement for disability income reserves;
(2) policyholders are ahead of the creditors at insolvent insurers under the
Federal Winding-up and Restructuring Act, and,
(3) there is the insurance industry protection program, Assuris, to provide further protection of
disability insurance after the insurer has failed.
If employers are permitted to play the role of insurer, at least the first two protections need to be in
place within Canadian laws:
(1) there needs to be mandatory disability insurance reserves in a trust account, which requires
legislative amendment governing both Federally and Provincially registered corporations
providing disability insurance; and,
(2) there needs to be clear priority of disability insurance claims over creditors within the
Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act (CCAA) and Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (BIA),
both of which are Federal jurisdiction.

The Federal Government should not be condoning lower business costs achieved through underfunded employer sponsored disability insurance, which is not known to be unsafe until the
employer files for bankruptcy protection. The Federal Government has a responsibility to
provide security for its most vulnerable disabled citizens and to prevent the downloading of
disabled employees onto the taxpayers.
Failure by the Federal Government to protect employer sponsored disability insurance is to
knowingly participate in financial abuse of disabled employees.
Employer Sponsored Disability Income Benefits Meet the Definition of Insurance
Nortel's long term disability income benefits meet the definition of a "contract of insurance," as
discussed by Justice Robert Blair in the case Attorney General v. Confederation Life Insurance,
[1995] (ON S.C.). Justice Blair provides the following review of what is the definition of a
"contract of insurance."
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[82] There is no definition of ―contract of insurance‖ in the federal Insurance Companies Act but in
Ontario, ―insurance‖ is defined in s. 1 of the Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. I.8, as amended, as
follows:
―Insurance‖ means the undertaking by one person to indemnify another person against loss or liability
for loss in respect of a certain risk or peril to which the object of the insurance may be exposed, or to
pay a sum of money or other thing of value upon the happening of a certain event, and includes life
insurance.
[83] Since a ―contract‖ under the Insurance Act simply means ―a contract of insurance‖ and includes
―a writing evidencing the contract‖, Confederation Life’s promise to provide the group benefits, as
evidenced by the booklets, handbook and retirement pamphlets, and by the group benefit plan
documents, would seem to amount to a ―policy of insurance‖. It is evidenced in writing, albeit in one
or more documents; and it constitutes ―the undertaking by one person [Confederation Life] to
indemnify another person [the retiree] against loss or liability from loss in respect of a certain risk or
peril to which the object of the insurance may be exposed [i.e., to the risk or peril of illness and the
costs of dealing with it]‖. Why, then, is it not a ―written contract of insurance‖, as contemplated by the
Insurance Companies Act and therefore a ―policy‖, as contemplated by the Winding-up Act? In my
opinion, it is.
[84] What is missing from the foregoing analysis, and from the specific definition of
―insurance‖ in the Insurance Act is the concept of ―premium‖, an essential characteristic of a contract
of insurance—the consideration in exchange for which the benefit is provided. While consideration is
necessary, it is well established, however, that it need not take the form of a cash payment: see
Prudential Insurance Co. v. Commissioners of Inland Revenue, [1904] 2 KB. 658 at p. 663; California
Physicians’ Service v. Garrison, Insurance Commissioner, 172 P.2d 4 (1946) at pp. 17-18, adopted by
Pennell J. in Bendix Automotive of Canada Ltd. v. United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural
Implement Workers of America (U.A.W.) Local 195, [1971] 3 O.R. 263 at pp. 270-71, 20 D.L.R. (3d)
151 (H.C.J.). In the latter case, the court held that an employer’s obligation under a collective
agreement to reimburse employees for what today would be called ―extra billing‖ payments
constituted ―a contract of insurance‖ and that the consideration was to be found in the employees’ own
covenants in the collective agreement. Here, the consideration is found in the retirees’ former
contributions of labour, skill and knowledge in exchange for which Confederation Life’s
compensation package as a whole had been offered.

Employer benefits in the form of either defined benefit or defined contribution pension plans do not
meet the definition of a "contract of insurance," but are a form of retirement savings not involving a
risk or peril. Reaching retirement age is not a risk or peril, as everyone gets there. In contrast, only
about 0.90% of the workforce on average in Canada will become long term disabled.

Canada Revenue Agency Needs to Address Inconsistency of Nortel HWT Wind-up
Settlement with ITA and CRA Rules for HWTs
The HWT is defined within the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) IT85 and IT85R2 Bulletins and a
roster of CRA Ruling Documents, which constitute the administrative regime for interpretation of the
Income Tax Act (ITA) sections on employer contributions and employee benefits within HWTs.
More details on HWT tax considerations are provided later in this report at HWT Wind-up
Settlement Court Decision Not Compliant with the ITA and CRA Rules.
At the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners Roundtable with the CRA on June 8, 2010,
the CRA announced it had no plans to withdraw IT-85R2, upon implementation of the ITA
amendments for the new Employee Life and Health Trusts (ELHT). At this important forum for
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practitioners, the CRA said it is remaining diligent in ensuring that HWTs fully comply with its
administrative regime.
It appears, however, that the CRA has not conducted any audits of HWTs at large employers. It
never conducted an audit of the Nortel HWT, despite many apparent tax compliance violations.

The Office of the Auditor General of Canada needs to conduct an audit of the CRA's processes
for compliance with the ITA and CRA Rules for HWTs, and the new ELHTs.
With the advent of the new legislation for ELHTs, employers may wind-up current HWTs for
conversion into the new ELHTs. The HWT wind up issues pertaining to existing plans will be a
significant concern for employers going forward.
New CRA guidance on HWTs is not only warranted, but required for tax and actuarial practitioners
due to the conflict of the November 9, 2010 Justice Morawetz decision on the Nortel HWT Wind-up
Settlement with the existing ITA and CRA Rules for HWTs.

Corporation And Individual Actions To Ensure The Safety Of Disability Insurance
Employers need to either convert to disability insurance with third party insurers, or set up a
separate HWT, (and separate new Employee Life and Health Trust) if they wish to provide safe
disability insurance.
Canadians need to find out if their disability insurance is self-insured, opt out of employer
sponsored disability insurance within multi-purpose trusts and buy personal disability insurance
from insurance companies instead. The higher cost is worth it, as the bankruptcy court and
governments have systemically failed to protect Canadians who have employer sponsored
disability insurance, when they become disabled and when their employers go bankrupt.
Interim Settlement Not Equitably Shared Due to Confiscation of Legal Rights

Endorsement Interim Settlement Justice Morawetz March 31, 2010 provides for the
financial outcomes shown in Figure 7: $12 M monetary consideration for just 9 months of 2010
disability benefits, or just 7% of the total $180 M actuarial liabilities owed to the disabled from
the HWT and CCAA Estate .

The March 30, 2010 Interim Settlement has a legal release of the trustees, that being the Nortel
HWT Governance Committees, who are believed to have had Errors and Omissions Insurance,
and Third Party Trustee, Northern Trust. The legal release covers third party trustees who
have made no contribution to a Nortel restructuring as an ongoing concern, in fact, Nortel is not
restructuring at all.
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The legal release was not quantified at the time of the Interim Settlement. The give up in the
Interim Settlement first became known from evidence released on August 27, 2010 that shows a
$75 M HWT shortfall allocable to the disabled. This HWT shortfall represents 73% of the
actuarial liabilities owed from the HWT for the disability insurance and 42% of the actuarial
liabilities owed from both the Nortel HWT and CCAA Estate.
Figure 7: Comparison of Nortel Disabled and Pensioners After Interim and HWT Settlement and OPBGF Payment

The Court Monitor, KM and CAW Canada communications describing the Interim Settlement
did not quantify the expected funding ratio for the disability insurance from the HWT and the
consequences to the disabled of accepting the comprehensive legal release of the HWT trustees
in this Interim Settlement.
The HWT 2008 Financial Statement released on February 18, 2010 showed for the first time
there was only $123 M of HWT assets, including one third of these HWT assets being a loan to
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Nortel. As a financial expert, I predicted by this paragraph at February 21, 2010 that the
funding ratio from the HWT for disability insurance would be very low, at possibly 22%.
The Court Monitor's recommended 33% HWT funding ratio for disability insurance, on Mercers
estimate of actuarial liabilities, did not become known until August 27, 2010, 5 months after the
Interim Settlement.
The Court Monitor's 33% HWT funding ratio is based on Mercer's December 31, 2010
estimate of $80 M actuarial liabilities for future disability income. This new actuarial
liability estimate is over $20 M reduced from the $101 M to $104 M reported in the HWT
Financial Statements for 2005 to 2009. The HWT funding ratio is just 27% on the earlier
reported actuarial liabilities for disability insurance, and slightly more than the 22% funding ratio
projected in my March 1, 2010 affidavit.
The Factum of Dissenting Disabled Beneficiaries March 3-5, 2010 at paragraph 42 urges the
Court to consider that the compromise within the Interim Settlement be equitably shared and not
confiscate the rights of the disabled to obtain remedy for the alleged breach of fiduciary duties
within the HWT. It quotes from Paragraph 59 of the Air Canada (Re), [2004] CanLII 11700
(ON SC) case:
42. In Air Canada, Justice Farley articulated the test as follows:
[9] I take the requirement under the CCAA is that approval of the Court may be given where there is
consistency with the purpose and spirit of that legislation. ... [and] that as a primary consideration,
the transaction is fair and reasonable and will be beneficial to the debtor and its stakeholders
generally: [citation omitted] ...in considering what is fair and reasonable treatment, one must
look at the creditors as a whole (i.e. generally) and to the objecting creditors (specifically) and
see if rights are compromised in an attempt to balance interests (and have the pain of the
compromise equitably shared) as opposed to the confiscation of rights. (emphasis added)

The Interim Settlement also waives the right of the disabled to seek an equitable settlement in the
CCAA Sanction or Fairness Hearing after the vote on the CCAA Final Liquidation Plan. The
CCAA judge has the authority under CCAA S. 6 (1) to order a non pari passu settlement on
equitable considerations:
Compromises to be sanctioned by court
6. (1) If a majority in number representing two thirds in value of the creditors, or the class of
creditors, as the case may be — other than, unless the court orders otherwise, a class of
creditors having equity claims, — present and voting either in person or by proxy at the
meeting or meetings of creditors respectively held under sections 4 and 5, or either of those
sections, agree to any compromise or arrangement either as proposed or as altered or modified at
the meeting or meetings, the compromise or arrangement may be sanctioned by the court and, if
so sanctioned, is binding
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(a) on all the creditors or the class of creditors, as the case may be, and on any trustee for that
class of creditors, whether secured or unsecured, as the case may be, and on the company;

Remedies for Breach of Fiduciary Duties Under Common Law and Statutes Ignored
The HWT trustees failed to protect the $59 M of HWT assets removed from the HWT between
2005 and 2009, of which $45 M is allocable to the disabled as shown in Figure 2.
The 39th Court Monitor's Report dated February 18, 2010, which recommended the Interim
Settlement, deceptively implies at paragraph 48 there are no statutory or legal obligations
associated with Nortel's disability insurance and its HWT.
48. Nortel established the HWT as a tax-efficient vehicle for providing health and welfare benefits
to employees and former employees of the Applicants, and sought and obtained a tax ruling from
Revenue Canada. The Monitor has been advised by its counsel that Nortel was under no
statutory or other legal obligation to establish or to fund a health and welfare and there is no
regulation applicable to the HWT. Based on the Monitor's review to date, the HWT has never had
sufficient assets in the trust to pay the present value of all the benefits for all the plans that are
designated under it nor was it legally required to do so.

However, once an employer decides to sponsor disability insurance, it does have legal
obligations within the common law applicable to contracts and constructive trusts. Furthermore,
once an employer establishes a trust for this disability insurance, it has trust obligations for
funding, investment and the use of trust assets in accordance with the trust agreement, accepted
actuarial practice, and statutes, such as the Income Tax Act and CRA Rules for HWTs and
Disability Wage Loss Replacement Plans, and Ontario Trustee Act.
Despite the efforts by the dissenting Nortel disabled to oppose the extinguishing of their legal
rights, the court gave deference to the court appointed representative legal counsel for the nonunion disabled, Koskie Minsky LLP (KM), and the CAW Canada legal counsel.
The March 3 to 5, 2010 bankruptcy court hearing transcript confirms that KM and the
CAW Canada legal counsel did not present any legal arguments for constructive trust and unjust
enrichment on behalf of the Nortel disabled employees for their disability insurance in the HWT
at the March 3 to 5, 2010 bankruptcy court hearing on the Interim Settlement. These legal
counsel did not present any legal arguments on breach of fiduciary duties by the trustees
governing the Nortel HWT.
KM and CAW Canada legal counsel also made no effort to preserve the legal right of the
disabled to make a plea for a non pari passu settlement on equitable considerations in the
Sanction or Fairness Hearing after the CCAA Final Plan vote.
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The Companies Creditors' Arrangement Act (CCAA) is often quoted to be a flexible statute that
offers significant judicial discretion to fulfil its remedial purpose of avoiding the social and
economic costs of liquidating the debtor's assets.
When the Ontario Superior Court of Justice bankruptcy court and the Court of Appeal of Ontario
accepted the Interim Settlement agreed to by the representatives, important legal principles were
unable to be tested that would have benefitted the Nortel disabled, such as: (1) employer
sponsored disability insurance is different than pension fund deficits and unpaid severance that
had already been subject to appeals validating their compromise to serve the remedial purpose
of restructuring under CCAA; (2) employer sponsored disability insurance involves a
relationship of constructive trust with vulnerable persons; and (3) breach of fiduciary duties
within a trust of a bankrupt employer requires a priority remedy above the unsecured creditors.
A priority remedy for constructive trust and breach of fiduciary obligations has been validated in
subsequent CCAA court decisions:
June 25, 2010 Ontario Superior Court of Justice Decision on Nortel Executives' Retirement
Income Gives Priority for Constructive Trust
Nortel liquidating and not restructuring under CCAA eliminates the remedial
purposes of the CCAA to be a juristic reason for the enrichment of the creditors by
compromising Nortel's disability insurance. The Court of Appeal of Ontario Indalex
Pension Fund decision discussed in the next section makes a distinction between
corporations liquidating and those attempting to restructure under CCAA.
April 7, 2011 Court of Appeal of Ontario Decision on Indalex Pension Plans Gives Priority for
Breach of Fiduciary Obligation
Multi-Employer Benefits Council of Canada (MEBCO) Submission to Alberta Finance
2002 argues that mandatory insurance or regulation of the funding of employer sponsored
disability insurance is unnecessary due to the existence of trusts and trustees who must meet the
common law requirements for fiduciary duties. KM would be familiar with the MEBCO legal
position on employer sponsored disability insurance, as Raymond Koskie is one of MEBCO's
founders and KM lawyer, Andrew Hatney, and Segal actuary retained by KM, Tom Levy, are
currently on the MEBCO Board of Directors.
The MEBCO paper refers to the case - Cowan v. Scargill, [1984] 2 All E.R. 750 (ch.D.) that
says:
"Under common law fiduciary duties, the duty of care encompasses four distinct duties, which
apply, inclusively, to employee benefit plans:
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To act scrupulously for the benefit of the trust or the beneficiaries and never for himself or herself
while carrying out his or her duties. (conflict of interest rule)
To be active in carrying out those duties and perform them with complete integrity. (the standard of
care rule)
To carry out those duties personally as a result of the trust and confidence reposed in him or her. (the
no delegation rule)
To act impartially between the beneficiaries unless the trust instrument authorizes favoritism. (the
even-handed rule)"

Northern Trust and Nortel produce a Dec. 1, 2005 letter at the March 3-5, 2010 hearing that
was construed by Goodmans and KM to mean that Northern Trust was not liable for any alleged
breach of fiduciary duties in relation to the HWT. This letter says:
"Nortel Networks Limited agrees that it shall be solely responsible for determining said Contribution
Amounts on a sound actuarial basis and administering the Health and Welfare Plan and agrees to
indemnify and hold you harmless from any and all costs, losses, damages, claims, actions, suits,
liabilities, expenses or other charges (including attorneys' fees) that you incur directly or indirectly
arising out of the contributions made (or not made) by Nortel to the Health and Welfare Trust or out
of the administration of the Health and Welfare Plan."

Factum of Dissenting Disabled Beneficiaries March 3-5, 2010 at paragraphs 59 and 60 refer to
the breach of fiduciary duty case of Froese v. Montreal Trust Co. of Canada, [1996] B.C.J. No.
1091 (B.C.C.A.) to argue that Northern Trust would nonetheless have fiduciary duties governing
the HWT.
59. This breach occurred under one or more of the trustee(s) watch. Even where the trustee's stated role is
more of a custodian, courts have still recognized the fiduciary obligations owed by the trustee to the
beneficiaries of the trust. As stated by the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Froese v. Montreal Trust Co, of
Canada, "there is what academics call an "overarching" obligation upon a custodial or administrative trustee to
pay attention to the interests of the beneficiaries additional to its contractual duties provided in the trust
indenture."
60. In Froese, supra, the Court held that "within the scope of its duties as administrator...the defendant
breached its duty of care to the beneficiaries when it failed to respond to the discontinuance of Company
contributions". The Court further stated:
...the Company's failure to make required contributions should have been a danger signal to a prudent
trustee. It is difficult to imagine a more significant indication of trouble than the virtual termination of
contributions from the principal contributor to the plan. There is no evidence the defendant noticed this
failure or that it made any inquiries. Even though "Article First" provides that the Trustee is not
responsible for the collection any funds required to be paid to the Trustee, that should not exonerate the
Trustee from making inquiries as to why contributions from the principal contributor to the Plan had not
been made.
(...)
In my view, "true" trustees have obligations of prudence to protect not just the corpus of thetrust, but
also the interest of the beneficiaries from the ongoing operation of the plan.
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Also, the Air Canada v. M & L Travel Ltd., [1993] 3 S.C.R. 787 case presented at paragraph 61
held that directors of a corporation may be personally responsible for breaching trust obligations.
61. In terms of potential claims against the directors, these are also meritorious. In Air Canada v.
M& L Travel, the Supreme Court of Canada held directors personally liable as constructive trustees
for knowingly assisting a travel agency in breaching its trust obligations."

Reply Factum of the Objecting LTD Beneficiaries - Leave to Appeal - May 26, 2010 refutes
the disabled Representative Counsel's argument that Nortel had no legal obligation to fund the
HWT for the disability insurance. This is addressed more thoroughly later in the context of the
evidence provided by the dissenting Nortel disabled at the HWT Wind-Up Settlement hearing on
September 28, September 29 and October 1, 2010.
21. Representative Counsel attempts to distinguish Froese v. Montreal Trust Co. which decision has
direct application to the Objecting LTD Beneficiaries' breach of trust claims. Representative
Counsel asserts that Froese does not apply because Nortel had no obligation to fund the HWT and,
therefore , the Trustee had no such obligation. The Objecting LTD Beneficiaries respectfully
disagree with this analysis for the following reasons:
a) First, while Nortel may not have had a statutory obligation to fund the HWT, the question of
whether it had a contractual obligation under the trust documents or an obligation under the trust
documents or an obligation at common law or equity to fund the benefits, in circumstances where it
undertook to self-insure such benefits, is an open issue requiring judicial determination. There was
insufficient information before the motions judge to allow him to discount the viability of the trust
claims being released.
b) Second, one cannot assess a trustee's obligation by exclusively considering a contractual
arrangement between the employer and the trustee. Representative Counsel's analysis does not
factor the reasonable expectations of Nortel's employees, including the LTD Beneficiaries, who, in
light of Nortel's creation of a formal trust to protect assets from Nortel's creditors, would have been
unaware of any risk created by Nortel's insolvency and could not have become aware of the risk
absent a warning from the defendant.
c) Third, contrary to the assertion by the Monitor at paragraph 46 of its factum that "much of the
fairness" to the LTD Beneficiaries is the result of Nortel's insolvency, the fact is the unfairness is the
result of choices made about the HWT by Nortel, its directors, members of Nortel's pension
committees, and the Trustee well before Nortel's insolvency.

Reply Factum of the Objecting LTD Beneficiaries - Leave to Appeal - May 26, 2010 at
Paragraph 20 presents a fourth breach of fiduciary duties case at Schmidt v. Air Products of
Canada Ltd., [1994] 2 S.C.R. 611 at paragraphs 138-139, wherein it was determined that
employee expectations arising from brochures also define the employers' obligation to fund
disability insurance, in addition to the HWT Trustee Agreement.
20. Representative Counsel's analysis focuses solely on select terms of the longstanding trust
agreement. The Objecting LTD Beneficiaries disagree with Representative Counsel's analysis and
submit that based on a reading of the entire contract, and consideration of the factual matrix
underlying it, Nortel and the Trustee were obligated to ensure the HWT was properly funded. In any
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event, there is an overarching obligation upon a trustee to protect the interest of the beneficiaries
beyond its contractual duties provided in the trust agreement. Moreover, one cannot look at trust
agreements in isolation. Justice Cory, for the majority of the Supreme Court of Canada in Schmidt
v. Air Products stated:
138. Documents not normally considered to have legal effect may nonetheless form part of the legal
matrix within which the rights of employers and employees participating in a pension plan must be
determined. Whether they do so will depend upon the wording of the documents, the circumstances
in which they were produced, and the effect which they had on the parties, particularly the
employees.
139. Foisy J. explained why courts will in specified circumstances bind an employer to the terms of
a pension brochure in Harris v. Robert Simpson Co., [1985] 1 W.W.R. 319, at p. 327:
If it were otherwise then an employer could provide the employee with a brochure claiming to
represent the significant and material terms in the company's pension plan. Yet the "true" plan could
vary significantly from this representation without the employee's knowledge. In such a case it
cannot be said that the "true" agreement prevails, as to do so would leave the door open to mischief.

The Nortel HWT Financial Statements for 1981 to 2007 and for 2009 were publicly released for
the first time on August 27, 2010. These have not been externally audited for the years 2002 to
2010, even though they had routinely been externally audited in prior years.
There was no accounting for the employee contributions made to purchase additional coverage
from the core 50% of pre-disability income paid for by Nortel to 70% of pre-disability income.
The 27% HWT settlement ratio is less than the estimated 40% employee funded portion of
disability insurance for the employees who purchased the 70% of their pre-disability income
insurance option. Most employees purchased this optional coverage and so the withdrawn HWT
assets can reasonably be considered to have been sourced from employee contributions.
HWT Loan to Nortel is an Alleged Breach of Fiduciary Duties
The release of the 1982 to 2009 HWT Financial Statements on August 27, 2010 allows me to
confirm that the HWT loan to Nortel is a separate matter and in addition to the assets removed
from the HWT in 2005-2006.
This HWT loan to Nortel is recorded on the HWT Statement of Net Assets Available for
Benefits as "Due from Sponsoring Company." This is an asset on the HWT Statement of Net
Assets Available for Benefits, which indicates that Nortel recognized it had an obligation to
make employer contributions for the incurred claims of the disabled and survivors income
beneficiaries.
Employer contributions are recorded in the HWT Statement of Changes in Net Assets Available
for Benefits as the sum of those paid in cash and those recorded as "Due from Sponsoring
Company" account.
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The HWT loan is an alleged breach of fiduciary duties by the trustees in two respects. Firstly,
according to the HWT Trustee Agreement, the trustee was responsible for collecting each year
from Nortel the level of contributions necessary to fund adequately the Health and Welfare Plan
on a sound actuarial basis. Employer contributions would need to be in cash and not in the form
of unsecured IOU's from the employer; otherwise the trustee agreement requirement for
employer contributions is meaningless and offers no protection to the HWT beneficiaries.
Nortel - Montreal Trust H & WT Trustee Agreement Jan. 1, 1980 Article III S. 2 (h) says:
h) The Trustee shall hold, invest and reinvest the principal and income. The Trustee may keep the
investments of the Trust fund wholly or partly , in its principal office or in any one or more of its
branches in any Province of Canada. Unless otherwise directed by the Corporation, the Trustee
shall make only such investments as comply with the limitations and restrictions imposed by
applicable Federal and Provincial laws and regulations respecting the investments of trust funds.

As the HWT Loan to Nortel is an investment of the HWT assets it should comply with the
Ontario Trustee Act S. 27(1), which says:
"In investing trust property, a trustee must exercise the care, skill, diligence and judgment that a
prudent investor would exercise in making investments."

Nortel HWT trustees investing 30% of the HWT assets in a loan to Nortel, without interest or
security, does not meet the standard of a prudent investor. There is no evidence that the HWT
trustees took any steps to request the repayment of the HWT loan to Nortel at any time before or
after the Nortel CCAA filing.
The loan to Nortel is an asset of a trust account, and trust account assets are not accessible to
creditors under S. 67 (1) (a) of the BIA.
Furthermore claims arising due to a misappropriation or defalcation while acting in a fiduciary
capacity are not to be compromised unless there has been a vote of the affected creditors, as
specified in CCAA S. 19 (2) (c).
June 25, 2010 Ontario Superior Court of Justice Decision on Nortel Executives' Retirement
Income Gives Priority for Constructive Trust
On June 25, 2010, Justice Geoffrey Morawetz awarded 9 Canadian Nortel executives $7 M for
Sun Life annuities that were in the name of Nortel and issued as deferred compensation for these
executives. He did so on the legal arguments of KM that these annuities represented a
constructive trust and that there would be unjust enrichment to Nortel if this money were to be
retained in the Nortel estate. The court protected the retirement income of these executives
despite a signed Memorandum of Agreement that stated they had no right to the annuities in
contract or no right to any asset as security or as beneficiary of a trust.
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Factum of Certain Former Employees Nortel Annuity Motion Nov. 20, 2009
2. Nine former employees of Nortel are annuitants and beneficiaries under the Annuities (the
"Retirees" or "Respondents") . The Annuities were entirely paid for by the Retirees. The Annuities
were intended to provide retirement income to the Retirees.
75. In all the circumstances, it is unjust to require the Retirees as involuntary creditors to accept the
risk of Nortel's insolvency. The total value of the Annuities is approximately $7 million. This
represents a tiny portion of the total estimated claims against Nortel. The impact of the loss of the
Annuities on the Retirees is significant. The general rights of creditors in the Nortel estate do not
provide a juristic reason to permit an unjust enrichment in the context of these specific Annuities.
76. Accordingly, this is an appropriate case for the Court to construct a trust for the benefit of the
Retirees, and ensure that Nortel is not unjustly enriched.

Nortel Networks Corporation (Re), [2010] ONSC 3061 June 25, 2010
[5] Upon commencement of the CCAA proceedings, the Applicants stopped making payments
pursuant to a Supplementary Pension and Retirement Allowance Plan (the "SPRAP") which was a
retirement benefit plan made available to certain invited senior officers. The Applicants considered
these payments to be on account of unsecured claims that pre-dated the Initial Order.
[6] Pursuant to the SPRAP, Sun Life holds ten annuity contracts listing former Nortel employees as
the "Annuitants" and Northern Telecom Limited, a predecessor corporation to NNL as the
"Owner"...
[7] NNL believes it is the owner of the Annuities. The Annuitants believe the Annuities are held in
trust for them.
[15] The only signed Memorandum of Agreement that was located contains language which
significantly differs from the draft Memorandum. This Agreement states:
Nothing in this agreement shall give the employee any right in and to the annuity contract
nor any right in any specific asset of [NNL] (either as a security interest as a beneficiary
of a trust, or otherwise).
[31] The constructive trust is a judicial tool through which courts remedy unjust enrichment or
breach of fiduciary duty. As was affirmed by the Supreme Court of Canada:
"...the gist of this kind of action is, that the defendant, upon the circumstances of the case, is obliged
by the rules of natural justice and equity to refund the money." Moses v. McFarlan (1760) 2 Burr.
1005, cited with approval in Pettlus v. Becker (1980) 2 S.C.R. 834 at p. 847.
[37] For the following reasons, I agree with the submissions of counsel to the Former Employees
that a constructive trust should be imposed.
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[38] It is clear that Nortel has been enriched since January 2009 by its retention of the monthly
annuity payments owed to the Annuitants under their applicable Annuity Certificates. It is also clear
that the Annuitants have been deprived of those monthly payments.

Fraser Milner Casgrain - Examination Of Constructive Trusts In Insolvency Sept. 6, 2007
reached the following conclusions about constructive trusts in insolvencies getting priority over
the unsecured creditors. Fraser Milner Casgrain is the legal counsel for the Nortel Unsecured
Creditor Committee.
"While concerning, discretion and equity already have a strong foothold in Canadian insolvency
law. There is never complete certainty in the classification of, and the priority of payment to,
creditors, due to the fact that a bankruptcy court is a court of equity. Further, if applied in a
principled manner, a constructive trust would only give priority over other creditors when there was
a legitimate reason for subordinating certain creditor’s rights. This application of discretion already
exists in insolvency law in Canada, and although troubling, the existence of constructive trusts does
not expand the danger for creditors from that which exists already."
The Fraser Milner Casgrain report discusses the following two cases of constructive trusts getting
priority above the unsecured creditors in insolvencies.
In Ellingsen (Trustee of) v. Hallmark Ford Sales Ltd. (2000), 190 D.L.R. (4th) 47 (B.C.C.A.),
Mr. Ellingsen purchased a truck from a car dealership and the dealer transferred ownership to Mr.
Ellingsen prior to his bank financing for the truck being confirmed. The financing arrangements
were delayed, and before the arrangements were finalized the purchaser assigned himself into
bankruptcy. The trustee in bankruptcy sought a declaration that the truck was property of the
bankrupt estate and that the dealer was to make a creditor claim and be treated equal to all unsecured
creditors. The Court of Appeal held that the dealer did not retain a security interest, and that
there was no enforceable interest on which to sue. However, the court determined that it was
appropriate to impose a constructive trust in favour of the dealer to prevent an unjust
outcome.
A finding of constructive trust was also made in Ascent Ltd. (Re), [2006] O.J. No. 89 (O.C.J.).
"Ascent is an interesting case as the court also considered the impact of a finding of constructive
trust on the distribution scheme laid out under the BIA. The court commented that it was satisfied
that, ―… it is, in certain cases appropriate to do injustice to the BIA in order to do justice to
commercial morality.‖ Further, the court found ―… no offence in equity intervening, even at
the expense of the formulaic aspects of the BIA scheme of distribution.‖ (at para. 17)."

Goodmans LLP Argument of Law in the 51st Monitor's Report discusses constructive trusts
at Paragraph 35, but then fails to conclude that Nortel was in a constructive trust with the Nortel
disabled with respect to the $32 M of assets withdrawn from the HWT in 2005-06 and the writedown of the $27 M HWT loan to Nortel.
"35. Each of the following elements must exist to warrant the imposition of a constructive trust:
· enrichment,
· corresponding deprivation, and
· the absence of any juristic reason for the enrichment.4
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The courts have also recognized that a constructive trust may be appropriate more generally to
prevent persons from retaining property which, in ―good conscience,‖ they should not be permitted
to retain.5
4 Pettkus v. Becker, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 834; Sorochan v. Sorochan, [1986] 2 S.C.R. 38 at para. 9.
5 Soulos v. Korkontzilas, Supra Note 3 at paras. 17, 29-34."

Nortel liquidating and not restructuring under CCAA eliminates the remedial purposes of the
CCAA to be a juristic reason for the enrichment of the creditors by compromising Nortel's
disability insurance. The Court of Appeal of Ontario Indalex Pension Fund decision discussed in
the next section makes a distinction between corporations liquidating and those attempting to
restructure under CCAA.
April 7, 2011 Court of Appeal of Ontario Decision on Indalex Pension Plans Gives Priority
for Breach of Fiduciary Obligation
On April 7, 2011, the Court of Appeal of Ontario issued an important CCAA decision on the
Indalex pension plans which makes two new court precedents in respect to a corporation
liquidating under CCAA:
Indalex (Re), [2011] ONCA 265 April 7, 2011
Indalex (Re), [2010] ONSC 1114 Feb. 18, 2010
(1) the pension plan deficit is part of the deemed trust under the Ontario Pension Benefits Act
which has priority over the creditors; and,
(2) the remedy for breach of fiduciary obligation in a trust is to restore money to the trust on a
priority basis.
The latter court precedent is what the dissenting Nortel disabled employees sought to prove in its
request to litigate the alleged breach of fiduciary duties within their Health and Welfare Trust,
which was denied by Justice Morawetz. The Court of Appeal of Ontario refused to hear the
dissenting Nortel disabled employees' appeal, while it heard the Indalex executives' appeal on
breach of fiduciary obligation submitted by KM. KM did not even raise the issue of breach of
fiduciary obligation on behalf of the Nortel disabled before Justice Morawetz at the March 3 to
5, 2010 hearing on the Interim Settlement.
Why Does the Judge's Opinion on Misappropriation Differ from the Financial Expert?
Both the CCAA and BIA have restrictions on the compromise of claims arising from
misappropriation or defalcation while acting in a fiduciary capacity.
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CCAA S. 19 (2) (c)
Exception
19 (2) A compromise or arrangement in respect of a debtor company may not deal with any
claim that relates to any of the following debts or liabilities unless the compromise or
arrangement explicitly provides for the claim’s compromise and the creditor in relation to that
debt has voted for the acceptance of the compromise or arrangement:
(c) any debt or liability arising out of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation or defalcation
while acting in a fiduciary capacity or, in Quebec, as a trustee or an administrator of the property
of others;
BIA S. 178 (1) (d)
178. (1) An order of discharge does not release the bankrupt from
(d) any debt or liability arising out of fraud, embezzlement, misappropriation or defalcation
while acting in a fiduciary capacity or, in the Province of Quebec, as a trustee or administrator of
the property of others;

The Nortel HWT Settlement Endorsement of Justice Morawetz Nov. 9, 2010 says that my
allegation of misappropriation of HWT assets is questionable to reckless.
[105] Furthermore, I question the appropriateness of Ms. Urquhart providing her opinion that new
evidence in the 51st Report of the Monitor establishes a misappropriation of assets on the part of
Nortel. There is evidence that trust monies were used to pay benefits. There may have been
inadequate contributions by Nortel and a shortfall, but this does not necessarily result in the assets,
without referencing an evidentiary foundation is, at best, a questionable use of the word
"misappropriation" and , at worst, reckless.

The Reply Factum of the Dissenting Disabled Beneficiaries Dec. 24, 2010 responds to Justice
Morawetz's concerns about the use of the term misappropriation with the following paragraphs:
22. It bears noting that Ms. Urquhart's evidence is derived from a forensic review of the HWT
financial statements from 1982 to 2009 and of Appendix GGG - Mercer's Valuation of the
Obligation of the Health & Welfare Trust as at September 30, 2005, all disclosed for the first time in
the Monitor's Fifty-First Report dated August 27, 2010, long after the Settlement Agreement had
been finalized and approved by the Court. The plain review alone of a table on page 28 of Mercer's
Valuation of the Obligation of the Health & Welfare Trust as at September 30, 2005 shows that $18
million was removed from the HWT during the year ending September 30, 2005.
23. Further, Ms. Urquhart's findings are supported by Michael McCorkle, Nortel's past Treasurer
and past member of Nortel's Pension Investment Committee, which oversaw the funding and
investmetn management of the HWT as well as the Canadian pension funds. In his affidavit, Mr.
Mr. McCorkle corroborates Ms. Urquhart's analysis based on his "on the ground" information from
supervsing HWT activities.

Justice Morawetz appears to find no wrongdoing in Nortel stopping annual employer
contributions for its pay-as-you go medical and life insurance benefits for pensioners, actives and
disabled employees and using the previously accumulated HWT assets to pay for these annual
expenses instead. He has erred in his finding that the employer and HWT are fused legal
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entities and that the employer's legal obligation to fund the pay-as-you go medical and life
insurance benefits annually through annual employer contributions becomes an HWT legal
obligation to pay these annual pay-as-you go benefits from HWT assets, which were
accumulated in prior years. But, the HWT is an administrative conduit only for the annual receipt
of employer contributions to pay the annual pay-as-you-go medical and life insurance benefits.
The accumulated assets in the HWT are there to fulfil Nortel's role as the sponsor of disability
and survivors' insurance. In this role, Nortel has a legal obligation to make employer
contributions into the HWT, which together with the accumulated investment income on the
HWT assets, is suffice to fund on a sound actuarial basis the incurred claims on the disability and
survivors insurance that it sponsors. The incurred claims include the current and future income
committed in this "contract of insurance" that Nortel has entered into with its employees.
The irrevocable nature of the HWT means that employer contributions for the Nortel sponsored
insurance are not entitled to be used for the pay-as-you-go medical and life insurance benefits as
long as there is a deficit of HWT assets for the funding of the disability and survivors' insurance.
Removal of HWT assets for pay-as-you-go benefit expenses is a wrongdoing because the
required reserves for Nortel sponsored disability and survivors' insurance within the HWT are
being depleted in contravention of the terms of the HWT Trustee Agreement, accepted insurance
and actuarial practice, the ITA and CRA Rules for HWTs and Disability Wage Loss
Replacement Plans and the Ontario Trustee Act. Put simply, the HWT assets were used for
expenses that were not the intended purpose for these HWT assets.
Page 28 of Mercer's Valuation of the Obligations of the Health and Welfare Trust for the
period ending Sept. 30, 2005 explicitly shows that $18 M of assets were taken from the LTD
book-keeping account within the HWT.
The judge rejected the expert opinion of both senior actuaries familiar with the accepted actuarial
practice for HWTs. He then showed his own lack of expert knowledge in his vigorous rejection
of my financial expert's assessment of there being wrongdoing in Nortel's use of HWT assets to
pay for the pay-as-you-go medical and life insurance expenses. This financial expert has
extensive experience evaluating insurance legal obligations in the context of valuing insurance
companies. I corroborated my detailed financial analysis with four Nortel executives responsible
for activities within the HWT at Nortel, including the former Treasurer who provided a sworn
affidavit to the Nortel bankruptcy court. Justice Morawetz also rejected the sworn affidavit of
the former Treasurer of Nortel, whose duty it was to supervise the HWT and to establish the
funding policy for the pensioners' life insurance benefits.
Armstrong v. Lang, [2011] B.C.C.A. 205 is an new April 4, 2011 court case that provides a
definition of "misappropriation while acting in a fiduciary capacity." This definition is consistent
with my thinking and not with that of Justice Morawetz's statement that my use of the term
misappropriation is questionable to reckless. This case is about a bankrupt LTD employee who
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owes money to her employer's HWT because she received Workers' Compensation in addition
to her employer's LTD income from the HWT. The judge said she "misappropriated" funds as
per the BIA because she kept her Worker's Compensation. He says at Paragraph [43]
[43]
The appellant very purposely kept money which she was aware she was required to
repay. In my view, to use the words of the Chief Justice in Velastiak, the appellant's actions involved
some element of wrongdoing, improper conduct or improper accounting. The misappropriation
requirement of s. 178(1)(d) is satisfied.

On April 23, 2011, in Mackinnon v. Law Society of Manitoba, [2011] M.B.C.A. 36 (CanLII)
a veteran Winnipeg lawyer Donald MacKinnon had his disbarment confirmed for
misappropriating more than $70,000 in trust funds from a corporate client. Misappropriation in
this case is not what one would typically consider to be fraud or embezzlement. MacKinnon had
secretly transferred money from the client's trust account to pay himself for fees and
disbursements without the knowledge or approval of the client. The Appeal Court wrote in its
decision, "While each of a number of questionable acts might be explained, the Law Society of
Manitoba panel was entitled to make findings of credibility adverse to the appellant."
Another term referred to in the CCAA and BIA is "defalcation while acting in fiduciary
capacity." A US Statutory Construction Blog article called Interesting BAPCA Split on
"Defalcation" in Context of Fiduciary Capacity provides a summary of US case law showing
there is a range of legal definitions for "defalcation while acting in fiduciary capacity." The range
covers: failure to properly account for funds; innocent default or negligence without an intent to
defraud; more than mere negligence; wilful neglect or reckless conduct; highly unreasonable
conduct, involving not merely simple, or even inexcusable negligence, but an extreme departure from
the standards of ordinary care; or conscious misbehaviour or extreme recklessness akin to the level
required for scienter in the securities law context.
Defalcation under this US jurisprudence is a long ways from fraud and embezzlement. The
misdirection of Nortel's HWT assets is well within these definitions for "defalcation while acting in
fiduciary capacity.

Responsibility of Sun Life As Administrative Services Provider for Nortel Sponsored
Disability Insurance
In employer sponsored disability insurance, the employer hires an administrative services only
(ASO) provider, which in the Nortel case is Sun Life Financial, or its predecessors Clarica Life
and Mutual Life, since 1980.
ASO Agreement with Clarica (Sun Life) Jan. 1, 1999
As illustrated in the Nortel ASO Agreement with a predecessor of Sun Life, the ASO provider is
responsible for administering all aspects of the employer sponsored long term disability
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insurance except for providing the funding to pay the incurred disability claims. The ASO duties
include: approving each year the Evidence of Insurability Form for employee purchase of
optional disability insurance; the initial assessment of the employee's long term disability claim;
reviewing each year the Ongoing Total Disability Form and communicating continuance of
income payments; issuing monthly income cheques; maintaining book-keeping records; and
providing annual estimate of disability and survivor claims.
It is clear from the ASO Agreement that Sun Life is fully indemnified by Nortel from all claims,
damages, lawsuits, losses, costs and charges incurred by it as a result of its performance of the
ASO agreement, unless caused by a wilful act, negligence or a breach of contract. However, it is
not unreasonable to consider that Nortel employees were deceived into thinking that their
disability insurance was safe and that it was not necessary for them to purchase their own
personal disability insurance.
The Nortel disabled employees thought they were insured by Sun Life because all their personal
interactions, communications and income cheques were with Sun Life or its insurer predecessors.
Nortel employees were first informed that their disability insurance was sponsored by Nortel and
not a third party insurance company in 2005. This disclosure occurred in the Flex 2005
Handbook and all subsequent Benefit Handbooks, in the form of the following statement:
"Did you know: Most of Nortel's Health & Group Benefits, including short-term disability,
long-term disability, medical and dental/vision/hearing care, are self-insured. This means that
Nortel plays a role similar to that of an insurance company for its employees. In other words, the
Company assumes the risks and pays the claims directly from its net income or retained earnings.
The insurance company only provides administrative services such as claims processing."

The employees who were already disabled before 2005 never received the annual Flex Booklets
that contained the above self-insured disclaimer, so they were shocked to learn that their
disability insurance was sponsored by Nortel and not Sun Life. They learned this fact after Nortel
filed for bankruptcy protection. But, the prospect for their disability income being cut did not
become a major concern until the February 18, 2010 disclosure of the 2008 Nortel Health and
Welfare Trust Financial Statement. The full extent of the disability income cut and the reasons
for a massive $75 M shortfall in the HWT allocable to the disabled did not get disclosed until
August 27, 2010. This was 5 months after the March 30, 2010 Interim Settlement was ordered
by the court, with its comprehensive legal release.
Sun Life has engaged in a consumer transaction with Nortel employees, in their capacity as a
consumer of a financial service, that is not regulated under Provincial or Federal Insurance Acts.
The Ontario Consumer Protection Act 2002 applies to financial services not regulated under the
Ontario Insurance Act. Here are the relevant sections of this Act.
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Ontario Consumer Protection Act 2002
Application
2. (1) Subject to this section, this Act applies in respect of all consumer transactions if the consumer or
the person engaging in the transaction with the consumer is located in Ontario when the transaction
takes place. 2002, c. 30, Sched. A, s. 2 (1).
Exceptions
(2) This Act does not apply in respect of,
(c) financial products or services regulated under the Insurance Act, the Credit Unions and Caisses
Populaires Act, 1994, the Loan and Trust Corporations Act or the Mortgage Brokerages, Lenders and
Administrators Act, 2006;
Class proceedings
8. (1) A consumer may commence a proceeding on behalf of members of a class under the Class
Proceedings Act, 1992 or may become a member of a class in such a proceeding in respect of a dispute
arising out of a consumer agreement despite any term or acknowledgment in the consumer agreement or
a related agreement that purports to prevent or has the effect of preventing the consumer from
commencing or becoming a member of a class proceeding. 2002, c. 30, Sched. A, s. 8 (1).
Unfair Practices
False, misleading or deceptive representation
14. (1) It is an unfair practice for a person to make a false, misleading or deceptive representation.
2002, c. 30, Sched. A, s. 14 (1).
Examples of false, misleading or deceptive representations
(2) Without limiting the generality of what constitutes a false, misleading or deceptive representation,
the following are included as false, misleading or deceptive representations:
1. A representation that the goods or services have sponsorship, approval, performance characteristics,
accessories, uses, ingredients, benefits or qualities they do not have.
3. A representation that the goods or services are of a particular standard, quality, grade, style or model,
if they are not.
13. A representation that the transaction involves or does not involve rights, remedies or obligations if
the representation is false, misleading or deceptive.
Unfair practices prohibited
17. (1) No person shall engage in an unfair practice. 2002, c. 30, Sched. A, s. 17 (1).
Rescinding agreement
18. (1) Any agreement, whether written, oral or implied, entered into by a consumer after or while a
person has engaged in an unfair practice may be rescinded by the consumer and the consumer is entitled
to any remedy that is available in law, including damages. 2002, c. 30, Sched. A, s. 18 (1).
Remedy if rescission not possible
(2) A consumer is entitled to recover the amount by which the consumer’s payment under the
agreement exceeds the value that the goods or services have to the consumer or to recover damages, or
both, if rescission of the agreement under subsection (1) is not possible,
(a) because the return or restitution of the goods or services is no longer possible; or
(b) because rescission would deprive a third party of a right in the subject-matter of the agreement that
the third party has acquired in good faith and for value. 2002, c. 30, Sched. A, s. 18 (2); 2004, c. 19,
s. 7 (6).
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Interim Settlement under Duress of Nortel Threatening to Cut Off Medical Funding
The disabled Representative agreed to the Interim Settlement under the duress of Nortel`s
threat to cut off medical funding within 8 weeks of the February 8, 2010 Initial Settlement and
within 24 hours of the Interim Revised Settlement.
The H2 clause - which supported retroactive bankruptcy legislation amendment to protect the
disabled, was removed in the Interim Settlement, 24 hours before the medical funding would be
cut. The Federal Government refused to support Bill S-216 on the argument that its transition
provision for the Nortel disabled would cause litigation due to the Justice Morawetz March 26,
2010 decision to have the H2 Clause removed in order to provide finality to the settlement.
The disabled Representative agreed to the March 30, 2010 Interim Settlement despite it giving
no consideration for the dropping of the H2 clause that was very important to this disabled
group, and despite Liberal Senator Art Eggleton having tabled in the Senate on March 25, 2010,
Bill S-216 with a transition clause. Justice Morawetz's first decision to refuse the H2 clause in
the February 8, 2010 Settlement Agreement was made on March 26, 2010, a day after Bill S-216
had its first reading in the Senate.
Interim Settlement Did Not Have Informed Consent with a Majority Vote
There was no vote on the Interim Settlement, nor other evidence provided that there was majority
support from the disabled group.
The Nortel Court Monitor's lawyer sent a letter to the disabled on November 5, 2009
saying the Court Monitor decided who, when, what and through what means Nortel creditors
would receive disclosures.
The complete set of legal, actuarial and financial documents needed to learn about and assess the
alleged breach of trust in the write-off of the $27 M HWT loan to Nortel and Nortel`s
withdrawal of $32 M of employer contributions from the Nortel Health and Welfare Trust
in 2005-06 was not released until August 27, 2010, 5 months after the March 30, 2010 Interim
Settlement.
On August 27, 2010, thousands of pages of new material information were disclosed. This
included:
 HWT Financial Statements for 1982 to 2009;
 HWT Income Tax Returns for 2005 to 2009;
 CRA Advanced Tax Ruling Request and Ruling Document for 1979;
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Mercers Actuarial Report for both the pay as you go medical and life benefits paid through
the HWT as a conduit, and the funded benefits with assets in the HWT for the disabled and
survivor income beneficiaries, for the period December 31, 2010;
Mercers Actuarial Reports for Post-Employment Benefits for 2003 to 2009;
Mercers Actuarial Reports for Post-Retirement Benefits for 1993, 1998, 2002 and 2003 to
2009;
Additional Nortel legal documents for the HWT and various benefit plans;
Many of the employee and pensioner benefit brochures;
Goodmans Memorandum of Law.

The Internet website created to facilitate communications amongst the disabled, the disabled
Representative and KM, was shut down, as was an on-line vote for the disabled on the settlement
after they learned of it.
Interim Settlement had Conflicts of Interest between Pensioners and Disabled
KM and the CAW Canada lawyer were in a position of conflict of interest between the Nortel
pensioners, and disabled employees favoring the 22,900 pensioners over some 360 disabled –
both groups they represented.
KM selected the non-union disabled Representative for the Representation Order signed
on July 30, 2009 , Sue Kennedy. The constituent disabled group did not elect or appoint this
person.
The disabled Representative signed a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) preventing second
opinion legal counsel and expert financial and actuarial advice on the Interim Settlement.
The disabled Representative says her second legal opinion came from the CAW Canada lawyer
recommending the Interim Settlement. However, the CAW Canada has a conflict of interest too.
The CAW Canada represents 632 pensioners and 98 disabled.
Sue Kennedy's decisions have always agreed with the legal positions taken by the Nortel
Retirees Protection Canada Legal Steering Committee, Don Sproule, David Archibald and
Michael Campbell. A pensioner, Anne Clark-Stewart, sits on the Disabled Legal Steering
Committee. Sue Kennedy's legal decisions usually benefit the pensioners at the direct expense
of the Nortel disabled. This happened in the Interim Settlement, when the Nortel disabled were
forced to accept an onerous legal release of the HWT trustees in exchange for just 9 months of
benefits. It happened again in the HWT Wind-up Settlement, when the Nortel disabled and
survivors are being ordered to concede 55% of the HWT assets for a pensioners' life insurance
settlement, that is vigorously contested by the dissenting Nortel disabled on solid legal
arguments. One can only surmise that Sue Kennedy justifies her pro pensioner decisions by the
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support she gets from the Nortel disabled, who are close to early pension. She herself is close to
early pension.
The pensioners were in a much more secure position when they agreed to the Interim Settlement
than the disabled because their pension plan was regulated by the Financial Services
Commission of Ontario, which had already disclosed the funding ratio to be 69%, (now
estimated to be 64% prior to the Ontario Pension Benefit Guarantee Fund top-up guarantee
payments.) The Ontario Government announced its plan to make a grant of $500 million into
the Ontario Pension Benefit Guarantee Fund on March 24, 2010, two days before Justice
Morawetz's March 26, 2010 decision to reject the February 8, 2010 Settlement and its H2
Clause.
Figure 7 shows that the Interim Settlement gave the pensioners value added benefits of $28 M,
which was a minimal 1% of the total actuarial liabilities owed to the pensioners for all their
benefits, including pension income. There was no effective give-up by the pensioners in the
Interim Settlement legal release of the various parties involved with the pension plans and the
HWT. Subject to success in the Application for Leave to Appeal to the Supreme Court of
Canada on the pensioners not being beneficiaries of the HWT, the pensioners did not have any
confiscation of their legal rights relating to missing money in the HWT.
By comparison, the Interim Settlement had value added benefit to the disabled at $12 M for nine
months of 2010 benefits, or 7% of the total liabilities owed to the disabled for all their benefits,
including disability income. This compares to the give up in the legal release for remedy of $75
M of assets withdrawn from the HWT or 42% of total liabilities owed to the disabled, which was
not quantified until 5 months after the disabled representative signed the Interim Settlement.
After receiving criticism from the dissenting disabled about KM having conflicts of interest
between its pensioner and disabled clients, Sue Kennedy retained Sacks Goldblatt Mitchell LLP
(SGM) paid for by Nortel, to represent the disabled on the HWT Wind-up Settlement. Her hiring
of another law firm was without the knowledge and consent of the disabled constituency group
and in spite of the good work that had been done on behalf of the dissenting disabled by Rochon
Genova LLP and its team of senior actuarial and financial experts.
The September 28, 29, Oct. 1, 2010 bankruptcy court hearing transcript confirms that SGM did
not raise any of the above legal arguments at its presentation on behalf of the court appointed
disabled representative Sue Kennedy at the September 28-29, October 1, 2010 bankruptcy court
hearing on the Nortel HWT Wind-up Settlement.

SGM supported the Court Monitor's recommendation that most of the HWT assets be distributed
to the pensioners as settlement for future life insurance premiums prior to their deaths, which is
to the direct detriment of the disabled losing most of their income on incurred claims within the
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HWT. Sue Kennedy instructed SGM to oppose the dissenting disabled Leave to Appeal to the
Court of Appeal of Ontario and to the Supreme Court of Canada of the HWT distribution
decision, despite its objective to raise the HWT disability income settlement by $30 M, a
doubling of the disability income.
SGM advised one of the dissenting disabled in an email that if the HWT Wind-up Settlement
appeal was won, it was reserving its right to make arguments later in support of a higher HWT
settlement for the Nortel disabled employees.
One would think that if SGM had legal arguments to make later to support a higher settlement
for their disabled clients that these legal arguments would have been made at the HWT Leave to
Appeal and not later. Why was SGM opposing a Leave to Appeal for reasons of expediency,
when in fact it was likely to support later the HWT distribution sought by the dissenting disabled
if the Appeal was successful? The HWT Appeal would be more likely to be successful if SGM
did not oppose it.
HWT Wind-up Settlement Court Decision Confuses Vesting with HWT Legal Obligation
The November 9, 2010 decision of Justice Geoffrey Morawetz in the Ontario Superior Court
of Justice, and the January 7, 2011 decision of Justice Karen Weiler to not hear an appeal at
the Court of Appeal of Ontario, award $44 M, or 55% of the HWT remaining assets, to
pensioners as a settlement for death payments Nortel promised to pay on their death and future
life insurance premiums that Nortel promised to pay until their deaths. $8 M of this amount had
already been awarded in the March 30, 2010 Interim Settlement, and was reconfirmed in the
November 9, 2010 HWT Wind-up Settlement decision.
Justice Morawetz determines that pensioners' death benefits and future pensioners' life insurance
premiums are vested and a legal obligation of the Nortel HWT. The Leave to Appeal to the
Court of Appeal of Ontario argues that the future pensioners' life benefits beyond the current
year are legal obligations of the Nortel bankruptcy estate only, and not of the distinct Nortel
HWT.
Justice Robert Blair in the case Attorney General v. Confederation Life Insurance, [1995] (ON
S.C.) made it clear that vesting of future pensioners' life insurance is not equal to a legal obligation
for pre-funding of this benefit. Justice Morawetz equated vesting to there being a legal obligation for
pre-funding and then he concluded that the Nortel HWT possessed this legal obligation, despite the
facts that HWTs are restricted to group term life insurance policies and the group term life insurance
policies in the Nortel HWT automatically terminated upon Nortel's bankruptcy or receivership.

Justice Robert Blair denied pensioners life benefits from obtaining a priority in the
Confederation Life Insurance estate. He gives the following reasons:
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[95] Although the group life benefits attract the same ―policy of insurance‖ analysis as do the major
medical and dental benefits, and in addition have the advantage of being provided through contracts
of insurance, they give rise to a similar problem for the retirees. Confederation Life, as employer,
implemented its contractual obligation to provide group life benefits through a series of contracts of
insurance between the trustees, as policyholder, and Confederation Life, as insurer. Although there
is an insurance policy in existence with respect to these benefits, it, too, is an annual term policy.
Confederation Life pays the yearly premium out of the company’s general assets. The life policies
also expired on March 31. Confederation Life is insolvent and can no longer pay the premiums. For
the same reasons as it is not entitled to do so with respect to the major medical and dental benefits,
the provisional liquidator is obliged not to continue to pay the premiums for the group life benefits,
in my view.
[136] In short, the rights that have accrued to the retired employees cannot be terminated and may
continue to be enforced. This is the essence of the ―vesting‖ concept in this context. The right
remains enforceable. Being enforceable is not necessarily the equivalent to being secured in the
sense of pre-funded or the equivalent of being subject to a trust. There is nothing in Dayco, in my
opinion, which leads to the conclusion that because the retirement benefits had become vested upon
retirement, and therefore remained enforceable, they had
become tantamount to trust benefits.

HWT Wind-up Settlement Court Decision Is Contrary to Insurance and Actuarial Practice
Justice Morawetz's decision adds the implied terms, "claims that would certainly have been made
in the future" to make his interpretation of "all future benefits" in the 1980 HWT Trustee
Agreement termination clause: "The trustee shall also determine on a sound actuarial basis the
amount of money necessary to pay and satisfy all future benefits and claims to be made under the
Plan in respect of benefits and claims up to the date of Notice of Termination."
Two senior actuary experts for the dissenting disabled provide sworn affidavits that under
accepted insurance and actuarial practice, "all future benefits and claims" must be interpreted
in the context of "incurred claims," where future benefits are for insured events that have already
occurred prior to the termination of the contract. Death of the pensioners has not occurred prior
to the HWT termination and so HWT has no legal obligation to pay pensioners' death benefits.
The group term life insurance policies within the Nortel HWT automatically terminate on
Nortel's bankruptcy or receivership, so the HWT is not liable for future life insurance premiums
on automatically terminated policies.
In addition, tax lawyers, accountants and actuaries working in the field of employee benefits
must give advice to employers on the creation and operation of HWTs compliant with the
Income Tax Act (ITA) and the CRA Interpretation Bulletins and Ruling Documents on the
relevant sections of the ITA. Justice Morawetz's interpretation of the HWT Trustee Agreement
is not compliant with the business practice for HWTs, both in terms of how incurred claims and
the ITA and CRA Rules applicable to HWTs are implemented in accepted insurance and
actuarial practice.
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Justice Morawetz rejected the two senior actuaries' expert opinions on his reasons that they are
neither necessary, nor relevant, to his interpretation of the Nortel HWT Trustee Agreement. The
Court Monitor brought no expert evidence to support its recommendation for the HWT Windup Settlement, nor did Nortel, nor did the legal counsel for the CAW Canada and the non-union
pensioners and disabled. Justice Karen Weiler says in her decision to deny the Leave to Appeal
on the HWT distribution that Justice Morawetz has significant judicial discretion to reject the
two senior actuaries' expert evidence and to make his own interpretation of the Nortel HWT
Trustee Agreement.
The two Ontario judges' rejection of expert opinions and the lower Court's efforts to discredit the
financial expert's work on wrongfully withdrawn assets from the HWT signal that independent
experts are not welcome in the CCAA Court. In my opinion, actuarial and financial experts are
required to give practical consideration to the legal interpretation of insurance related contract
terms, when these non-legal professionals are directly involved in the advice to employers on
the wording of these contracts and their execution in the workplace.
HWT Wind-up Settlement Court Decision Not Compliant with the ITA and CRA Rules
The Justice Morawetz and J. Weiler decisions conflict with the Income Tax Act and Canada
Revenue Agency (CRA) Rules for HWTs .
The HWT is an entity defined by the CRA within CRA Interpretation Bulletins IT85R - Pre
1986 Health and Welfare Trusts for Employees Jan. 20, 1975 and IT85R2 - Health and
Welfare Trusts for Employees July 31, 1986 and various CRA Ruling Documents over the
years. These supplementary documents provide the CRA's technical interpretation of specific
provisions in the ITA applicable to HWTs, namely Income Tax Act (ITA) Sections 6(1)(a),
6(1)(f), 18(1), 18(9)(a)(iii), 104, 122 and 248(1).

The Court Monitor's counsel, Goodmans, and the Representative Counsel for the disabled, KM,
both argue that the Income Tax Act (ITA) and CRA Rules for HWTs have no bearing on the
legal distribution of assets at the time of the HWTs wind-up. The notion is that the ITA and
CRA Rules simply define how the employer, the HWT and employee benefits are taxed, and
they are otherwise not legally enforceable in respect to an HWT wind-up.
It has been reported by Sue Kenney that Mark Zigler of KM told John Baird, Leader of the
Government in the House of Commons, on January 13, 2011, that "CRA guidelines for HWT's
which seem to be intended to protect us, are not enforceable..." and they " did not require full
funding of LTD liabilities."
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Perhaps these statements have been made in the context of the CRA Notice – Bulletins do not
have the force of law issued by the CRA. The headline of this Notice and Mark Zigler's
pronouncement on the unenforceability of the CRA Rules is superficially applied without going
into any depth on the specific ITA sections, and even precedent setting case law, that are relevant
to applicability of income tax law to pension funds or HWTs.
The above CRA Notice says, "While the comments in a particular paragraph in an IT may relate
to provisions of the law in force at the time they were made, such comments are not a substitute
for the law. The reader should, therefore, consider such comments in light of the relevant
provisions of the law in force for the particular taxation year being considered, taking into
account the effect of any relevant amendments to those provisions or relevant Court decisions
occurring after the date on which the comments were made."
The Supreme Court of Canada in the case, Schmidt v. Air Products of Canada Ltd., [1994] 2
S.C.R. 611, confirms that if a CRA information circular does not purport to clarify any
provisions of the ITA, then the requirements contained in the circular do not have binding legal
force. But, this is not the situation with the CRA Interpretation Bulletins and Ruling Documents
for HWTs, because they do provide technical interpretations of specific sections of the ITA that
govern the legitimate activities of HWTs.
The CRA makes its tax assessments on the basis of the published interpretations on specific
sections of the ITA. Without a Court decision to the contrary, the CRA interpretations and
consequent tax assessments stand in effect. The Court should not be eager to sanction a result
which would allow an employer to represent to the Minister of CRA that it complied with the
ITA and CRA Rules for HWTs over many years, only to later make an HWT Wind-up
Settlement that is offside of the same ITA and CRA Rules.
As far as we know, Nortel has always intended the Nortel HWT to comply with the ITA and the
CRA's published interpretations of the ITA. From the disclosed Nortel HWT tax filings for 2005
to 2009 and what we are told by the Nortel disability income recipients, it appears that benefits
and investment income have been taxed in accordance with applicable CRA policy. We presume,
but are unable to confirm, that Nortel has deducted all of its contributions to the Nortel HWT for
tax purposes, as business expenses in the same year as they were paid into the fund.
The Nortel HWT will disburse assets in proportion to liabilities; however the liabilities being
used for this purpose include provision for the future life insurance coverage of pensioners.
That is, pensioners are being allocated monies in recognition of Nortel’s responsibility to pay for
future premiums under the HWT's group term life insurance policies, had the HWT continued.
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This allocation is diverting a significant proportion of HWT assets away from the provision of
future benefits owed on the previously incurred claims to the disabled. It is our contention that
only previously incurred claims for benefit plans permitted within HWTs should be considered
liabilities on wind up of the Nortel HWT, as only these may be funded on a tax-deductible basis.
In accordance with subparagraph 18(9)(a)(iii) of the ITA, consideration for insurance in respect
of a period after the end of a year is not deductible as a business expense for that year.
Other CRA Ruling Documents provide additional interpretations of ITA Section 18(9)(a)(iii) in
terms of the liability of an employer versus the HWT liability being only when the event
has occurred and of ITA Section 18(1) in terms of employer contributions not being
deductible for contingency reserves and HWTs not being permitted to have permanent
surplus.
Conversely, Nortel was required to accumulate funds in respect of incurred disability claims and
the value of assets allocated to this purpose is woefully deficient. Nortel was the insurer with
respect to these disability income claims and provision should have been made for the orderly
funding of disabled life reserves. Sound actuarial funding is required under the terms of the
Nortel HWT Trustee Agreement and supported for tax purposes by CRA Information Bulletin
IT-428 (Wage Loss Replacement Plans), with reference to ITA Section 6(1)(f), 6(1)(a) and
Section 19 of the Income Tax Application Rules, 1971.
The 1998 Canadian Pacific tax law case reinforces that HWT assets funding future disability
income are not a contingency reserve, but a legal obligation of the HWT. This tax law case
further solidifies that employer contribution tax deductibility occurs only when the employer has
a legal obligation to pay the employer contribution into the HWT to fund an employee benefit
plan.
Another CRA Ruling Document provides additional interpretations of ITA Section 18(9)(a)(iii)
and Section 248(1) in the context of acceptable uses of HWT assets upon wind-up , which are
distribution to a registered charity and the provision of benefits as described in paragraph 1 of
IT-85R2 to the employees covered by the plan - group life insurance policies.
We cannot stress enough the importance of this issue to the Nortel disabled group. The Court
and the Court Monitor's counsel appear not to be willing to consider HWT income tax issues,
and have refused to accept the expertise of senior actuarial experts, such as Joann Williams,
whose practice requires knowledge of this complex subject. The HWT Wind-up Settlement that
the court has accepted is not consistent with the ITA or CRA’s interpretations thereof and it
will needlessly leave these people in poverty.
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1979 Advanced Tax Ruling Permitting the Pensioners Insurance Fund Does Not Create
HWT Legal Obligation
Goodmans and Lerners LLP, representing the Nortel pensioners on the HWT wind-up matters,
argue that the Nortel HWT has a legal obligation to pay pensioners' death benefits and future
pensioners life insurance premiums because of a Nortel HWT CRA Advanced Tax Ruling
Dated Dec. 28, 1979 . This CRA Advanced Tax Ruling (ATR) was in response to a Nortel CRA
ATR Request on December 16, 1979 to allow it to put $11 M of cash from a former Mutual Life
pensioners life insurance arrangement into a Pensioners Insurance Fund (PIF) within the newly
created HWT on January 1, 1980.
The 1979 CRA ATR had Nortel add the $11 M to its income in 1980 and then it permitted Nortel
to deduct the same amount as an employer contribution into the new HWT. This employer
contribution deduction for future pensioners' life insurance premiums is in direct contravention
to the ITA amendment introducing Section 18(9)(a)(iii) that received Royal Assent in 1980,
and had a retroactive clause applicable to employer contributions after December 11, 1979. This
amendment restricts the tax deductibility for employer contributions in consideration for
insurance in respect of a period after the end of the year. There is no concept of the CRA
providing exemption relief from requirements of the ITA in ATRs and it would appear therefore
that the 1979 CRA ATR would have been in error, but for the fact that the ITA amendment did
not receive Royal Assent until a date after the December 28, 1979 CRA ATR.
The "Unapplied Premium Account - Forming the Pensioners Insurance Fund," as described in
the December 28, 1979 CRA ATR, is not evidence of Nortel's intent at January 1, 1980 to make
employer contributions into the HWT to meet a legal obligation to pre-fund death benefits and
provide life insurance coverage to its pensioners.
Unapplied Premium is an insurance term associated with pre-paid insurance. Pre-paid expenses
are defined in the ITA, CRA Interpretations and Ruling Documents and tax case law. Pre-paid
insurance as a pre-paid expense is not evidence of legal obligations to pre-fund future pensioners'
life insurance coverage. The concept of pre-paid insurance reinforces the conclusion that the
HWT Trustee Agreement Termination Clause should not be interpreted to mean the HWT has a
legal obligation to make a settlement for future life coverage, when pensioners' deaths have not
occurred prior to the HWT wind-up and the group term life insurance policies automatically
terminate on Nortel's bankruptcy or receivership.
The 1993 and 1998 Mercers Status of Funding for the PIF shows definitively only 2 years in the
1990's decade that employer contributions were made into the PIF. The Jan. 1, 2002, Mercers
Status of Funding for the PIF is evidence that no employer contributions for the PIF were
made after 1999 and that it accepted Nortel's conclusion that there was no legal obligation to prefund pensioners life coverage post 1999.
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The PIF includes Mutual Life participating policyholder dividends between 1980 and 1999
and the 1999 surplus cash settlement relating to the demutualization of Mutual Life. The first
$11 M transferred in from Mutual Life would be a combination of accumulated life insurance
participating policyholder dividends and experience rating refunds, with the latter being
execution of a life insurance policy term rather than a consideration for ownership interest in the
mutual insurance company. 1999 was the year that Mutual Life demutualized and there would
be no more policyholder dividends for deposit into the HWT, and so it is not co-incidental that
the Nortel Treasurer found there was no legal obligation for pre-funding the PIF after 1999.
Nortel's policy of not making employer contributions into the HWT for pre-funding of the
pensioners life benefits was confirmed in the Mercers Analysis of the Funding Status of the
Pensioners Life Insurance Fund as of Jan. 1, 2002.
It was the Nortel Treasurers' responsibility to determine the funding policy for the PIF according
to the 1983 Internal Company Manual. This Manual said the funding policy was to provide
flexibility for the company.
The origin of the PIF may be best interpreted to be a tax planning strategy to do indirectly what
Nortel was unable to do directly. As of the retroactive date Dec. 11, 1979 for the ITA
amendment adding S. 18 (9) (iii), Nortel could no longer tax deduct its employer contributions in
consideration for life insurance in respect of a period after the end of the year. So, Nortel would
have decided in late 1979 to place the accumulated life insurance participating policyholder
dividends and experience rating refunds previously held in a Mutual Life account into its own
new HWT. Nortel legally owned the accumulated life insurance policyholder dividends and
experience rating refunds and would find tax advantage to place these into the HWT rather than
receiving them directly.
The life insurance participating policyholder dividends between 1980 to 1999 and the 1999
surplus cash settlement deposited into the HWT would not likely have caused tax to be paid on
these amounts placed into the HWT, since there would have been sufficient deductions for
claims paid and expenses. Had the subsequent new life insurance policyholder dividends and
the 1999 surplus cash settlement been paid to Nortel, then Nortel would have had to pay taxes on
these amounts. So, by having these amounts deposited directly into the HWT, Nortel avoided
taxes that would otherwise have been payable by Nortel, while Nortel could not make a tax
deductible employer contribution into the HWT in consideration for insurance in respect to a
period after the end of the year.
CRA Signs $2 B Retroactive Transfer Pricing Agreement Cutting Former Employees'
CCAA Settlement by Close to 50%
On January 21, 2010, Justice Morawetz approved the Final Canadian Funding Agreement negotiated
amongst NNI (Nortel's US subsidiary), NNL (Nortel's Canadian registered corporation), the Canada
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Court Monitor, the US Unsecured Creditor Committee and the US Ad Hoc Bondholder Group. It
included Advanced Pricing Agreement (APA) reached between the US Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) and the CRA on December 23, 2010. The APA makes a retroactive adjustment for US NNI
being alleged to have overpaid $2.063 B in transfer pricing agreement (TPA) payments to Canada
NNL during the 2001 to 2005 period.
The US Chapter 11 Docket 2207 made the following disclosures:
50. The IRS APA and Settlement Stipulation are supported by sound business purposes because
they allow the Debtors to close all possibility of assessment of U.S. federal taxes for the tax years
up to an including NNI's taxable year ending on December 31, 2008. In addition, the IRS APA and
Settlement Stipulation are essential elements of a package of agreements that, among other items,
reduces the IRS Proofs of Claim amount from $3,016,650,830.82 to $37. 5 million and
acknowledges a claim against NNL in favor of NNI in excess of US $2 billion. They also provide
finality with respect to the IRSAPA and the IRS Proofs of Claim and allow the Debtors to refocuses
the time, energy and expenses heretofore expended on those matters on other matters important to
maximizing the value of the Debtors' estate including Nortel's various asset sales.
34. Representatives of NNI have engaged in extensive discussions with the IRS regarding the IRSS
Proofs of Claim, and NNI's possible tax liabilities for the tax years 1998 through 2008.
Representatives of NNL and the Monitor have engaged in similar discussions with the CRA with
respect to the CRA APA.

This $2.063 B inter-country unsecured creditor claim is about the same size as the combined $2.058
B estimated unsecured creditor claim of all the Canadian pensioners, severed and disabled employees
shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Nortel Pensioners, Severed and Disabled Employees CCA Creditor Claims (After HWT Settlement)
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The analysis in Figure 9, shows the cost to Canadians of the IRS – CRA APA is:



Nortel Canada Former Employees - $282 M Lower Bankruptcy Settlement
Nortel Disabled Employees –10% Lower Disability Income To Age 65

The parties who benefitted from the IRS - CRA APA are:

What Was the Cost to Canadians of the IRS – CRA APA’s

US Government - $38 M More Taxes Collected
Nortel
Canada
Employees
- $282

Nortel
US Former
Bond Owners
- $3,017 M
of IRSMillion
Creditor Claim Released Without Litigation
Nortel Disabled Employees – 10% of Their Income To Age 65
Figure 9: Impact of IRS - CRA Advanced Pricing Agreements on Canadian Former Employees' Bankruptcy Settlement

Nortel Canada Estate
$ Millions
Available Cash in Treasury Feb. 5, 2011
Canada Share of Sale Proceeds (1)
Cash for Disbursement
Prior Charges
Net Cash for Unsecured Creditors
IRS-CRA APA's US Claim Against Canada
UK Pension Plan Claim Against Canada
Canada Employee Benefits' Claim
Other Creditor Claims
Unsecured Creditor Claims
Cash Settlement Ratio
Loss of Settlement $ to Canada Former
Employee Benefits Due to IRS-CRA APA's

(1) Sale Proceeds in Lock-Box
Canada Share of Sale Proceeds

With IRS & CRA APA's Without IRS & CRA APA's
281
800
1081
150
931
2063
494
2058
300
4915
19%

281
800
1081
150
931
0
494
2058
300
2852
33%

282

4000
20%

It is odd that Nortel requested and both the US and Canada Courts approve that the APA be sealed on
January 21, 2010.
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Federal Government's Nine Specific Lost Opportunities to Assist the Nortel Disabled
The Federal Government has had the following nine lost opportunities to assist the Nortel
disabled employees:
(1) The Federal Government was the main trigger for Nortel's CCAA filing, when it withdrew
the US $750 M Export Development Canada (EDC) line of credit, of which just US $187 M
was outstanding at January 15, 2009. EDC was entitled to call its loan due to Nortel's credit
rating downgrade in December 2008. Outside of the EDC loan, another US$1 billion of
long term debt principal was not due until 2011.
(2) The Federal Government offered $300 M loan to Nokia Siemens on June 30, 2009 to finance
$650 M bid for Carrier Business, without any conditions to restore HWT assets for the
Nortel disabled.
(3) The Federal Government announced no need to review Ericsson acquisition of Carrier
Business on Sept. 17, 2009, by deciding not to implement the Investment Canada Act
amendment to use enterprise and not book value, foregoing the opportunity for conditions to
restore HWT assets for the Nortel disabled.
(4) The Federal Government approved the Avaya acquisition of Enterprise Business on Dec. 7,
2009, without announced conditions for Nortel former employees, without any conditions to
restore HWT assets for the Nortel disabled.
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(5) The CRA APA agreement approved on Dec. 23, 2009 accepted a $2 B reduction in TPA
received by Canada during the 2000's, thereby enabling a $2 B unsecured creditor claim
against the Canada Estate for the benefit of the US Estate.
(6) The Federal Government approved the Ciena acquisition of Metro Ethernet Networks on
Dec. 30, 2009, without any conditions to restore HWT assets for the Nortel disabled.
(7) The Federal Government bought Nortel's Ottawa Carling Facilities for $208 M, without any
conditions to restore HWT assets for the Nortel disabled.
(8) The CRA is not addressing the following contraventions to the ITA and related CRA Rules
Disability Bill
MP Mark Eyking`s Bill C-624
MP Judy Sgro's Bill C-610
Senator Art Eggleton's Bill S-216
MP Wayne Marston's Bill C-487
for HWTs:

Sponsor
Liberal
Liberal
Liberal
NDP

Date Introduced
Feb. 11, 2011
Dec. 15, 2010
March 25, 2010
Dec. 3, 2009

Status
3rd Session, 40th Parliament Adjourned
3rd Session, 40th Parliament Adjourned
Defeated - December 8, 2010
2nd Session, 40th Parliament Prorogued

(i) The 1979 CRA Advanced Tax Ruling
(ii) November 9, 2010 HWT Wind-up Settlement
(9) Figure 10 shows four disability bankruptcy bills introduced in the House of Commons and
Senate by the Liberals and NDP that have either not been permitted to be carried forward or
have been specifically defeated by the Government. Conservative Senators defeated Bill S216 on December 8, 2010 based primarily on the premise that its transitional clause would
cause litigation in the Nortel CCAA proceeding, and thus harm the Nortel disabled. The
harm is said to be the litigation delaying their CCAA settlement, without achieving any
benefit because the Bill transition clause wording was technically defective in that it was
retrospective and not retroactive. These terms are defined below.
Figure 10: Federal Bills Introduced for Priority of Disabled Claims in Bankruptcy

Conservative Senators' Use Technical Reason for Rejecting Bill S-216, and Refuse
Amendment to Address It
Senate Hansard Transcripts on Nortel Disabled 2010 provide the Conservative Senators'
reasons for their rejection of Bill S-216, which are both technical and substantive, albeit the socalled substantive unintended consequences are not supported by facts from research as
discussed in the next section of this report.
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Conservative Senators defeated Bill S-216 on their technical legal reading that the transition clause
wording is retrospective and not retroactive. The Bill was defeated before its clause by clause
reading in the Senate Banking Trade and Commerce Committee. So, there was no effort made by the
Conservative Senators to amend the Bill to overcome their legal concerns about the transition clause
causing litigation. I provide below Bill S-216's transition clause and a discussion of the technical
legal arguments surrounding it.

BILL S-216
TRANSITIONAL PROVISION
8. For greater certainty, this Act applies to a debtor in respect of whom proceedings under
the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act or under the Companies’ Creditors Arrangement Act
have commenced before the coming into force of this section, [Clause Amendment Offered
and Rejected - notwithstanding any judgment or order by any Court during those proceedings.]
Dec. 8, 2010 Senate Hansard, Hon. Marjory LeBreton (Leader of the Government): All
senators sympathize with these unfortunate people; however, witnesses before our committees
have told us that the bill will not help Nortel long-term disability recipients and instead will lead
to endless litigation to the detriment of all involved. This situation is the result of a Court approved agreement between the parties enacted under the legislation in effect at the time, and
yesterday my colleague Senator Greene in his excellent remarks here in the Senate succinctly put
the facts on the record.
Dec. 7, 2010 Senate Hansard, Hon. Stephen Greene: ... Nortel, of course, is subject to
proceedings under the Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act, which requires that certain legal
procedures must be followed, and they have. [Dissenting Disabled Lawyers' Response (1)]
...We have heard plenty of arguments as to how the will of Parliament is supreme and that it can
legislate retroactivity. This is true. British Columbia v. Imperial Tobacco Canada Limited, 2005
confirmed this. [Dissenting Disabled Lawyers' Response (2)]
...This is not a case of simple retroactive legislation, though. The CCAA procedures underline
that if any claims are to be paid, Nortel itself must file a Plan of Compromise, by which the
remaining funds in the company are divided and paid to creditors. ... In the Nortel case this plan
has been Court approved. There is also a clause in the Court agreement that immunizes the
agreement from future changes in the law that might affect the plan. All of the creditors are
bound by this, including the Nortel workers. The Ontario Superior Court's decision states very
plainly that Nortel can choose to ignore any future legal changes that have a retroactive effect on
the order of claims. The judge stated that such compromises, as found in the sad case of Nortel,
are final.
... It is thus highly unlikely that, just because a law has been changed, Nortel would file a new
plan without a legal fight, and likely a lengthy and costly one, because there is no requirement
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for Nortel to do so. We all must recognize this. Retroactivity is not the only issue here. The
Court agreement allows Nortel to ignore legal changes. Thus, for the LTD claims to be
extended, Nortel itself must recognize that the laws have been changed and then must decide to
file a new plan in order that Nortel LTD claimants are satisfied. ... In short, the bill changes the
rules under which the previous compromise plan was made, but it is powerless in forcing a new
compromise to be made and it is powerless in avoiding the Court's decision that Nortel can
ignore retroactive legal changes to the priority of claimants. As it is, the bill would simply state
that the order of claimants is different, to which Nortel can legally answer, "So what? We have a
Court agreement that says we can ignore it," and they can, without legal consequences.
[Dissenting Disabled Lawyers' Response (3)]
...As it turns out, because of the Court agreement, this bill, as it applies to Nortel, is a
retrospective piece of legislation, not a retroactive piece. There is a difference.
The Supreme Court of Canada, in Benner v. Canada, adopted these definitions to explain the
distinction: A retroactive statute is one that operates as of a time prior to its enactment. A
retrospective statute is one that operates for the future only. It is prospective, but it imposes new
results in the future with respect to a past event. [Dissenting Disabled Lawyers' Response (4)]
Dissenting Disabled Lawyers' Response (1) on CCAA Procedures Were Substantively
Unjust

As described in the Factum of the Objecting LTD Beneficiaries - Leave to Appeal - May 18,
2010.pdf the Interim Settlement is a "product of a [CCAA] process that was procedurally unfair
and that produced a result that is substantively unjust." All the reasons were summarized above.

Dissenting Disabled Lawyers' Response (2) on Retroactive Law Can Fix This Abuse
New Federal statutes can apply retroactively, even if they affect the substantive rights and
obligations of prior Court approved settlements. The prospects for successful litigation of the
retroactive statute is squashed by clear language in the retroactive clause to achieve the specific
purpose of altering specific provisions in a specific prior Court approved settlement.
Appendix B provides the case law confirming the Federal Government’s authority to make
legislation retroactive.
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Dissenting Disabled Lawyers' Response (3) on Interim Settlement is Not CCAA Final Plan
Mr. Greene is mistaken when he says that Nortel has filed a Plan of Compromise, which is Court
approved. Nortel has filed an Interim Agreement only that is Court approved. Nortel needs to
file a CCAA Final Plan of Arrangement or Compromise for Court approval before it can close on
its liquidation. A corporation doing a liquidation under CCAA needs to get a final Court order
to enable the closing of the liquidation, even if it does not file a CCAA Final Plan. The CCAA
judge can force a liquidation under BIA by lifting his CCAA stay.
The actuarial liabilities owed to the Nortel disabled after the HWT settlement is paid are not
payable until the Court order for liquidation has occurred. The retroactive clause in Bill S-216
would supersede the methodology of CCAA compromise prescribed by the Interim Settlement
through the Federal Government's right to enact retroactive legislation. In addition, the LTD
employee CCAA claim settlement was not paid at the time of the March 30, 2010 Interim
Settlement and it will be payable at the time of the CCAA Final Plan Date.
A judge must make his orders compliant with the CCAA and BIA. This includes making his
order approving the final liquidation of Nortel compliant with the retroactive clause in the CCAA
and BIA amendments in effect prior to the date of his order and notwithstanding any prior order
he has made that is superseded by the explicit intent of the Federal Parliament in its passage of
the clearly written retroactive clause whose purpose is to do so.
Dissenting Disabled Lawyers' Response (4) on Retroactive Replacing Retrospective Law
Mr. Greene chose a technicality to reject Bill S-216 on the basis of his reading of the Transition
Clause being retrospective rather than retroactive. The view was that Bill S-216 would apply to
Court orders yet to come in Nortel's CCAA and BIA proceedings, but it could not alter the terms
and conditions of the March 30, 2010 Interim Settlement that had already occurred prior to the Royal
Assent date for the Bill.
The Conservative Senators could have adopted the transition clause amendment offered by Senator
Art Eggleton of: " notwithstanding any judgment or order by any Court during those
proceedings," or even a more clearly written transition clause that said the CCAA and BIA
amendments would supersede the Nortel March 30, 2010 Interim Settlement, with respect to its
term on priority of the employee benefit claims being equal to the unsecured creditors. With
such transition clause amendment there would be no scope for litigation on the applicability of
the CCAA and BIA amendment to the Nortel disabled situation.

Furthermore, litigation is unlikely from the CAW Canada, the non-union pensioners and severed
workers, bond owners, banks, the US Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation and the UK
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Pension Protection Fund due to the untold reputational damage to their organizations if they
attempted to prevent the government ordered settlement of these very ill and injured persons.
Exaggerated Unintended Consequences of Bankruptcy Reform for the Disabled
Dec. 7, 2010 Senate Hansard, Hon. Stephen Greene: ...Looking at changing the order of
claim priority in bankruptcy law for everyone from the date of Royal Assent onward is
something the Senate or the minister might want to explore. I, myself, would be sympathetic to a
study of this. However, singling out one group out of all the others in our country and making a
general and broadly applicable legal change that affects the whole population, but which is
actually aimed at one group to solve a particular problem, does not strike me as good law
precedent and practice.
...Our committee's report mentions what some of these unintended consequences could be. For
example, as some witnesses told us, this bill might cause companies in bankruptcy proceedings
to prefer to be liquidated rather than to be restructured.
... It could also create a higher risk premium on bonds, making financing more expensive. In
effect, higher risk means increased financial costs for businesses financing their operations or
expansions. In the grand scheme of the economy, this could lead to reduced economic growth
and job creation.
...Considering further the cost to business of raising funds, companies that offer long-term
disability insurance benefits would find themselves at a financial disadvantage to companies not
offering such benefits, both domestic and foreign. [Dissenting Disabled Financial Expert's
Response (5)]
Dissenting Disabled Financial Expert's Response (5) on De Minimus Impact to Cost of
Credit and Liquidation Versus Restructuring
The HWT Wind-up Settlement court decision has now certainly compromised all employer
sponsored disability insurance funded within HWTs and ELHTs, which puts 1.1 M Canadians at
risk of catastrophic financial damages. Bill S-216 would have provided for improved safety of
disability income and medical benefits for all these people.
Disabled wage loss replacement and medical reimbursement claims are extremely small relative to
pension deficits and other creditor claims since only 0.90% of employees are long term disabled.
Actuarial liabilities for employer sponsored disability insurance is estimated at $5 B to $9 B,
compared to private sector Defined Benefit Pension Plan (DBPP) actuarial liabilities of $415 B
(employer sponsored disability insurance actuarial liabilities from Urquhart analysis and DBPP
actuarial liabilities derived from Statistics Canada Employer Pension Plans Trusteed Pension Fund
Assets, 2009 Q4.)
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Shortfalls in HWT funding may occur due to market corrections, which is the predominant cause of
shortfalls in pension funding. However, more often than not the shortfalls in HWTs for disability
insurance are due to: failure to make employer obligations; to make their employer contributions in
the form of loans rather than cash; to borrow money from their HWTs; or, to withdraw assets from
their HWTs. Withdrawn HWT assets do not rightfully belong to the creditors, as they are to be in
the HWT in accordance with accepted actuarial practice for "contracts of insurance", the HWT
Trustee Agreement, the CRA IT-428 for Disability Wage Loss Replacement Plans, or alternatively
in accordance with common law on constructive trust and unjust enrichment.
There is no way of knowing the degree of disability insurance funding in trust accounts, but say the
HWT deficits are 75%, then there is a $3B to $6 B deficit for all employer sponsored disability
insurance. This compares to estimated $51B deficits or 20% of private sector DBPP liabilities as of
December 31, 2009 as estimated from statistics provided by Phillips Hager North November
2010 Study on the bond market impact of a higher priority for pension deficits at insolvent
corporations.
If Nortel is typical, the disability benefit deficits are about 5% of total pension deficit, severance and
disability benefit claims combined. So, the cost of credit impact is miniscule at about 1 bps. This
means if the cost of credit was 3.40% before it is 3.41% after.
The overall impact of priority for disability income and medical benefits is a bond market decline
and higher corporation interest costs of under $1 B for the Canadian economy.

Powerful Opposed to All Solutions for Unsafe Employer Sponsored Disability Insurance
Corporations are fighting for the right to offer employer sponsored disability insurance without
robust funding requirements, or even without disclosure requirements on their disability insurance
being under-funded and unsafe.
Corporations and their lawyers are pressuring our court to define disability insurance to be strictly
pay-as-you-go benefits, without a legal obligation to pre-fund the future income associated with the
incurred disability insurance claims. If there are no perceived legal obligations, then there is no basis
to determine that there is any wrongdoing in their failure to fund disability insurance.
The goal of the employer is reduced human resource costs. Yet there is only nominal impact on the
ongoing cost of real disability insurance, with devastating outcomes for the disabled when the
employer becomes insolvent.

(1)

Wage loss replacement plus medical reimbursement for disabled employees costs about
2.75% of payroll. Wage loss replacement costs are $647 per employee per year according
to Aon Consulting Canada Benefit Trends Survey 2009. Medical costs are estimated to
be $650 per employee per year on a present value basis for an average $7,200 of medical
costs per disabled person per year based on the Nortel experience.
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(2)

Self-insurance of disabled wage loss replacement saves an estimated $64 to $128 per
employee per year from the savings of 10% to 20% found in the Journal Of
Compensation And Benefits, Long-Term Disability Program—Self-Insured Vs. Fully
Insured, Barry J. Goldberg and William M. Mon, November/December 2003.

Even the Multi-Employer Benefit Council of Canada (MEBCO) and unions oppose mandatory
insurance and new regulation of employer sponsored disability insurance within life and health trusts,
saying trustees and trust accounts are adequately protected by provincial trust law and common law
on breach of fiduciary duties. The Nortel CCAA experience belies this contention.
Corporations, credit supplying banks and bond owners, CAW Canada and other unions, insolvency
and restructuring professionals, and now the judiciary support employer sponsored disability
insurance claims being treated as unsecured creditor claims in CCAA and BIA proceedings, in all
circumstances.

CAIRP Commentary on Proposed New CCAA & BIA Legislation
Insolvency Institute of Canada Task Force on Pension Reform August 31, 2010
Senate Banking Trade and Commerce - FETCO on Bill S-216 Nov.17, 2011
Multi-Employer Benefits Council of Canada (MEBCO) Submission to Alberta 2002
Canadian Bankers Association Opposed to Priority for Disability Insurance in Bankruptcy
Former Industry Minister Tony Clement accepted the advice of the Canadian Bankers
Association (CBA) to reject bankruptcy law amendments to give priority to $9 B of disability
insurance over the unsecured creditors. The CBA made the following presentation to the Senate
Banking Trade and Commerce Committee hearing on November 17, 2010.
Senate Banking Trade and Commerce Canadian Bankers Association on Bill S-216 Nov. 17, 2010

Bill Randle, Associate General Counsel of the CBA, argued that priority for employer sponsored
disability insurance above unsecured creditors would reduce access to credit and raise the cost of
credit for bond owners. This would reduce economic growth and cost jobs. The CBA has not
produced any research on employer sponsored disability insurance to substantiate their extreme
rhetoric in defence of bond owners. This CBA lawyer does not even acknowledge the
misconduct in employers knowingly providing unsafe disability insurance, which is catastrophic
for the disabled employees on their employer's insolvency. Bond owners are unjustly enriched
by disability insurance settlement money that belongs to the disabled employees who are
dependent upon it for their basis quality of life and who have no means of buying replacement
insurance.
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The banks’ opposition to priority for disability insurance without any research is repugnant in the
face of the super-priority former Industry Minister Jim Prentice gave the banks for $236 billion of
credit default swaps (CDS) on November 17, 2007, three months after the financial crisis began.
Credit default swaps are a form of insurance for credit default losses on bank loans and bonds
owned by banks and other financial intermediaries. Industry Ministers are clearly working for
banks and not for individual Canadians when they give super-priority for credit default insurance
while denying preferred priority for disability insurance at insolvent corporations.
Unregulated credit default swaps and the super-priority for these contracts in bankruptcy proceedings
are acknowledged to be causes of the 2007-2009 international financial crisis. CDSs were also the
predominant cause for the freeze-up of $32 billion of Canadian non bank asset backed commercial
paper in August 2007.

Industry Minister Jim Prentice amended the CCAA and BIA to give the Governor General in
Council the power to define CDSs as Eligible Financial Contracts. As Eligible Financial
Contracts, CDSs must be paid ahead of all creditors and the bankruptcy judge is not permitted to
put a stay on these contracts to prevent an owner of a CDS from forcing bankruptcy and seizing
assets to cover the amounts owed on the CDS contract. The consequences of super-priority for
CDSs was crisis contagion throughout the world and in Canada too.
Canadians have felt the effect of CDSs with Non Bank ABCP losses of $12 B at December 31,
2010. The Federal Government deficits for Fiscal 2009 to 2011 are $102 B after many years of
surplus because the government needed to assist the banking industry and automobile industry
specifically and to provide general economic stimulus in the aftermath of the financial crisis.
Federal Government's Long Term Failure to Protect the Canadian Disabled
If not government, who are the voices for the most vulnerable in Canadian society, the disabled
with: Parkinson's Disease, Multiple Sclerosis, Muscular Dystrophy, Fibromyalgia, Scleroderma,
Crohn's Disease, Terminal Cancer, Bipolar Disorder, Schizophrenia, botched surgeries and the
gamut of other mental and physical diseases and injuries?
Here is what the government is saying in the House of Commons about the problem of unsafe
employer sponsored disability insurance and the Nortel disabled situation.
House of Commons Hansard Transcripts - Key Statements on Nortel Disabled 2009-2010
Right Hon. Stephen Harper (Prime Minister, CPC): November 30, 2010 We will make sure
they have access to all the same protections that other Canadians have.
Hon. Tony Clement (Minister of Industry, CPC): December 16, 2010 ... I think I can speak
for all members of the House in expressing our deepest sympathies to the recipients in question.
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There is no question that this is an unfortunate situation... opposition's legislation that has already
been before the House would not solve the problem...we want to help people with real legislation
and real action, rather than the false hope... December 9, 2010 ...We on this side of the House
are looking for solutions to help people, not engage in soulless rhetoric designed for the cameras
and not for the people of Canada. November 18, 2010 ...we are concerned about the people who
are affected by this situation. We heard very different opinions during the committee hearings on
this issue. We need to continue studying the issue. We must not pass legislation without
examining the repercussions more thoroughly... we are profoundly affected by those who are
touched by this particular situation. It is unfortunate that the members of the opposition are
selling a dream that does not exactly exist. ..Bill S-216 would have led to endless litigation by
the parties as the government would be seeking to retroactively overturn a Court decision to
which the lawyers for the parties agreed. If the hon. member is advising us to break the law, why
does she not stand in her place to do that? October 28, 2010 ... We are working in the best way
possible to deal with issues that involve long-term disability and the failure not of the individuals
but of the companies they had worked for. October 27, 2010... I can assure the hon. member that
this is being viewed at the highest levels to ensure that we have a system that works for
individual members, that works for businesses that want to continue to operate, that works with
the Canadian economy as a whole, and in due course, when we have something to announce, we
will announce it. April 19, 2010 ... Mr. Speaker, as the hon. Member knows, the Minister of
Finance is meeting with his provincial and territorial counterparts today to discuss the future of
the Canadian pension system. ... I am surprised at the hon. Member. What he is proposing that
this House and the Senate do is to supersede the rights and responsibilities duly agreed upon by
the creditors and by the lawyers for the pensioners. He seeks to put his will in place of the free
will of those individual parties. That is not the role of this Parliament. March 9, 2010 ...as the
hon. member may be aware, we have already amended the BIA, the Bankruptcy and Insolvency
Act, with the changes for super priority for unpaid wages. As she may know, my colleague and
his department are also conducting their cross country consultations and discussions with the
provinces. As the hon. member may be aware, 90% of all pensions are under the jurisdiction and
competency of provincial governments but we intend to work with the provinces and territories
on this very important issue on behalf of Canadians.

Hon. John Baird (Leader of the Government in the House of Commons and Minister of the
Environment, CPC): December 3, 2010 ... However, the issue involving Nortel pensioners and
LTD recipients is obviously a very serious one. Regrettably, the reality is we cannot legally and
constitutionally make laws that apply retroactively. I think the member opposite knows that.
December 7, 2009... I think all of us know that long-tenured workers have had difficulty
transitioning into new jobs and often need more long-term training. We have made
unprecedented investments in training, including training specifically for long-tenured workers,
to help get Canadians back to work. [This is an answer to Hon. Jack Layton (Toronto—
Danforth, NDP): Mr. Speaker, the government often speaks of working together. Here is an
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opportunity, because last week, my colleague, the member for Hamilton East—Stoney Creek,
presented Bill C-487, which would address the situation of long-term disabled workers. ]
Hon. Jim Flaherty (Minister of Finance, CPC):

March 26, 2010 ...last year the Parliamentary
Secretary to the Minister of Finance led the approach on consultations which is very important
and that resulted in very important amendments that were done in October of last year. They are
very important for defined benefit plans in Canada.

Now, together with the other governments in Canada, the provinces and territories, we are
working on further initiatives, but remembering always that this is a joint effort in Canada. This
is not just a federal effort. We must work with the provinces and territories, and I counsel the
member-Mr. Mike Lake (Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Industry, CPC): October 22,
2009. It is a complex issue. It is of concern to this government. We are carefully studying this
issue. We realize that there are several bills, not just one, that address this issue both in this place
and the other. As with all pieces of legislation, we will carefully review these bills. We welcome
any ideas that members of any party may have to offer.
The Federal Government has known about the insidious problem of unsafe employer sponsored
disability insurance for 23 years, since Massey Combines went bankrupt in 1988. With the exception
of British Columbia and Alberta adopting new disclosure requirements in 2005 after the Eatons
bankruptcy, neither Federal nor Provincial Governments have acted to solve this known problem.

The Federal Government has not amended the CCAA and BIA to provide for the safety of
disability insurance at insolvent employers playing the role of insurer, so that this employer
sponsored disability insurance is on an equal footing with disability insurance policy holders at
insolvent insurance companies under the Federal Wind-up and Restructuring Act.
The Federal Government has not taken steps to regulate disability insurance provided by
employers within its shared Federal and Provincial Governments' responsibilities for regulation
of Canada’s life and health insurance industry. The Federal Government, through the Office of
the Superintendent of Financial Institutions, supervises all the federally incorporated life and
health insurance firms (including foreign firms), which account for over 90 per cent of the total
sector’s premium income. There is some market conduct regulation at the Federal Government
level, but all insurers are also subject to market conduct regulation by the Province in which they
carry on business.
The Nortel CCAA judge's HWT related orders nullify all the current protections within the
income tax act, provincial trustee acts and common law for breach of fiduciary duties in trust at
employers under CCAA and BIA proceedings. It is now imperative that there be Federal
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Government legislative response to the now certain to be unsafe disability insurance within
HWTs and the new ELHTs.
CPP Disability Income a Woefully Inadequate Social Security Safety Net
As shown in Figure 11, the maximum CPP disability income is $13,840 in 2011 and the
average paid in 2010 is $9,726 per year for single disabled persons. This is below the poverty
line and is already in pay for most disabled employees. A disabled mother with two children gets
maximum CPP disability income of $19,084 per year in 2011. So, disabled employees bear the
full burden of the bankrupt employer's cut in disabled wage loss replacement, leaving them in
poverty and even homelessness.
Figure 11: Comparison of CPP, OAS & GIS Social Security Benefits

Figure 12 shows that the UK Pension Protection Fund covers 100% wage loss replacement
income for disabled employees currently in pay to a limit averaging $36,068 per year.
The US Social Security for a disabled person with 2 dependent children pays $43,846 per year.
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Figure 11 shows that a retired single person has a combined maximum CPP and OAS income of
$17,811, which is $3,971, or 29% higher, than a single persons receiving the maximum CPP
disability income.
Figure 12: Comparison of Canada, US and UK Maximum Government Disability Income

Ontario Government Responsibilities for Disability Insurance in the Workplace
The Ontario Government, like all Provincial Governments and the Federal Government, have taken
no actions within their shared governments' responsibilities for regulation of Canada’s life and
health insurance industry to improve the safety of disability insurance provided by employers.
This is again despite its knowledge since 1988 that disability insurance may be unsafe. The
Nortel CCAA judge's HWT related orders now make it necessary for the Ontario Government to
act because employer sponsored disability insurance in HWTs and ELHTs are now certain to be
unsafe.

The Ontario Government has made a discretionary decision to assist the Nortel pensioners in its
March 2010 budget, through a $500 M grant of taxpayers' money to be placed into the Ontario
Pension Benefit Guarantee Fund (OPBGF). It is expected that $250 M of this grant will be used
to provide OPBGF top-up payment to the Ontario Nortel pensioners, both currently retired and
the deferred pensioners who meet the OPBGF requirements.
The Ontario Government has not made a discretionary decision to assist the Nortel disabled,
despite the fact these persons have a 27% to 33% estimated wind-up funding ratio for their
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disability income from the HWT due to Justice Morawetz' HWT related orders. The Nortel
disabled are considerably worse off than all the Nortel pensioners, who have a wind-up funding
ratio of 64% within their pension plan outside of Ontario and an average wind-up funding ratio
of 89% in Ontario due to the OPBGF top-up payments. Ontario pensioners with Nortel pensions
under $12,000 per year lose no pension income.
One has to question why the Nortel high end pensioner, who is being given a new pension wind-up
choice to reinvest in the capital markets through a new Financial Sponsorship Model (FSM), would
be getting OPBGF top up payments on their first $1000 of pension income per month. The Nortel
disabled have had their HWT, which is their only source of disability income, depleted by the Interim
and HWT Settlements agreed to by the NRPC Legal Steering Committee for the benefit of the
pensioners (also unfortunately agreed to by the CNELTD Legal Steering Committee who has made
these decisions contrary to the interests of the disabled constituency group and without evidence of
majority support for these settlements.)
Ontario taxpayers who funded the discretionary grant for placement into the OPBGF and who are not
members of pension plans themselves, would likely prefer to see their tax dollars spent on the Nortel
Ontario disabled most in need rather than on the Nortel high end pensioners who can afford to
continue investing their pro rata share of pension assets in the capital markets through the new FSM
model.
Assured OPBGF payments to the Nortel high end pensioners is not the proposition that was
contemplated neither in the current Ontario Pension Benefits Act, nor in the terms and conditions of
the Ontario Pension Guarantee Fund prescribed in this Act, where the wind-up option is in the form
of annuities only. Contemplated amendments for the Ontario Pension Benefits Act are free to set a
disqualification on the OPBGF top-up payment for pension plan members who make a discretionary
choice to participate in the new FSM rather than to remain in the default annuity option.

The Pension Benefits Guarantee Fund Sections 82 (4), (5), (6) and (7) of the Ontario
Pension Benefits Act define the legal obligations of the OPBGF and the Province of Ontario.
According to Section 82 (7) Liability of Guarantee Fund Limited, the OPBGF's legal obligation to
fund the top-up guarantee payments is limited to the extent that there are assets in the Guarantee
Fund at the time. Under Sections 82 (4) and (5), the Lieutenant Governor in Council may authorize
the Ontario Minister of Finance to make either a loan or a grant of money to the Guarantee Fund, but
these loans and grants are discretionary only. The Ontario Pension Benefits Act is explicit in Section
82 (6) that there is nothing in the act or regulations to require the Lieutenant Governor in Council to
authorize the Minister of Finance to make either a loan or a grant to the Guarantee Fund. This means
that neither the Ontario Pension Benefits Guarantee Fund, nor the Ontario Government has a legal
obligation to make the top-up guarantee payments when there are no assets in the OPBGF.
It is the case that when a discretionary grant of money is deposited into the OPBGF, then the Fund
has a legal obligation to make guarantee payments to the pensioner beneficiaries at a wound-up
pension plan, as this would be the reading of Section 82 (7). However, there is no legal obligation
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on the Ontario Government to pay the OPBGF top-up guarantee payment to pensioners who make a
discretionary choice to take out commuted value for investment into a group Financial Sponsorship
Model. The FSM is going to be a new wind-up choice requiring an amendment of the Ontario
Pension Benefits Act and the Ontario Government is entitled to make the policy choice to not make
the OPBGF top-up payment to pensioners who make this discretionary choice.
It would be prudent for the Ontario Government to create a decision wedge that encourages lower
income pensioners to stay with the default option of annuities with the OPBGF top-up payment,
which is the only wind-up option in today's Pension Benefits Act. If the lower income pensioners get
the OPBGF top-up payment with the discretionary choice to move their pension assets to the riskier
FSM, they may be persuaded to do so by promoters of the FSM. The message is apt to become
choose to join the FSM because the capital markets will improve and get you a better future pension
income and you get the OPBGF top-up payment too. What's not to like about that, with inadequate
description of the risks that the FSM may be risky and not achieve the promise of a better future
pension income due to market and so-called guarantee legal contract risks.

Provincial drug assistance programs, such as, Ontario Trillium Drug Program
need to be preserved for Canadians without employer paid disability income and medical
benefits and where bankrupt employers do not have estate assets to cover their medical benefit
promises.
Who is Responsible to Fix Ontario Bankruptcy Court Procedures for the Disabled?
The responsibility to fix Ontario court procedures for CCAA proceedings ranges from the Federal
Government with the authority to prescribe the procedures for CCAA proceedings in the Federal Act,
to the Ontario Government, who establishes the legal framework for the Ontario Courts' structure and
proceedings.
The Federal Minister of Industry Chris Paradis and the House of Commons Standing Committee of
Industry, Trade and Commerce have jurisdiction to review and recommend amendments that
ensconce specific court procedures within the CCAA and BIA.
The Federal Government has the only jurisdiction to make amendments to the Federal CCAA and
BIA. The CCAA sets out many specific CCAA procedure requirements, such as the debtor filing a
Plan of Compromise or Arrangement, procedures for voting of the creditors on this Plan, the holding
of a Fairness Hearing after the creditor vote, and the judge making a final sanction order to execute
the Plan of Compromise or Arrangement.

The court procedures for public disclosure of material information, negotiation and
constituency group approval of interim settlements and court order of these interim settlements,
such as the Interim Settlement in the Nortel CCAA case, are not prescribed in the CCAA.
Therefore there is significant judicial discretion granted to the CCAA court judge on how these
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procedures are conducted. Many of these CCAA procedures have been delegated to the Court
Monitor, who is appointed by the court to supervise the steps taken by the company while in
CCAA proceedings, on behalf of all creditors, as an officer of the court.
Blakes LLP Guide to Doing Business in Canada describes the role of the Court Monitor as
follows:
As part of the initial order, the court appointed a monitor to supervise the steps taken by the
company while in CCAA proceedings, on behalf of all creditors, as an officer of the court.
As a result of the recent amendments, the monitor must be a licensed trustee in bankruptcy,
although that had also been the practice prior to the amendments. The monitor’s basic duties
are set out in the CCAA, but can be expanded by court order. Generally, the debtor’s
management will remain in control of the company throughout the proceedings; however,
the monitor will assist management in dealing with the restructuring and other issues that
arise. As part of the monitor’s supervisory role, it will file periodic reports with the court and
creditors, including reports on any proposed disposition of assets. There are no statutorily
mandated creditor committees in Canada although they have sometimes been formed on an
ad hoc basis. There is no equivalent in Canada to the US Trustee, which provides
government oversight in Chapter 11 cases. However, the monitor fulfils certain of the
functions that the US Trustee and creditor committees would fulfil in Chapter 11 cases. The
recent amendments also introduce a certain level of government supervision and
participation in CCAA proceedings by creating a more active role for the Superintendent of
Bankruptcy, including general oversight powers.

In my opinion, excessive power is granted to the Court Monitor to manage all of the bankruptcy
court procedures, including the approval of funding for representative counsel whose best
interests are to agree with the Court Monitor.
The Canadian insolvency professionals are paid $130 M of legal fees as of December 31, 2010
from the Nortel Canada Estate, out of $360 M of legal fees paid from the Nortel Global Estate.
Yet to date, the Nortel disabled are denied any remedy for $75M of misdirected HWT assets.
The Court Monitor controls the timing and nature of material information being released in Court
Monitor's reports; and, even takes strong advocacy positions against dissenting parties who have
legitimate rights to oppose settlements and legitimate legal arguments to be brought before the
Court in a contest amongst the creditor parties and not a contest against the Court Monitor, with
a strong working relationship with the Judge.
Justice Geoffrey Morawetz`s and Justice Karen Weiler`s stance on non-admission of
independent experts in the Nortel HWT Wind-Up Settlement hearing adds to the many reasons
there is a perception that the Ontario bankruptcy court operates like a cartel with undue
deference given to the CCAA judge to make decisions. The lesson from the Nortel bankruptcy
court room is that there are limited prospects for opposing parties to have any influence,
including limited prospects for successful leave to appeal and appeals, even on matters of
significant legal principles involving vulnerable disabled creditors who have suffered a
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confiscation of their legal rights to get a priority settlement for a breach of fiduciary duties
governing their trust.

The Endorsement Leave to Appeal Interim Settlement J. Winkler, J. Goudge, J.
MacPherson June 3, 2010 indicates that the appellant court holds substantial deference to the
CCAA court judges. The CCAA judges are considered to be specialized judges on the CCAA and
BIA within a specialized commercial branch of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice, before
which CCAA and BIA applications may be brought.

The Court of Appeal of Ontario deference to the lower court CCAA decisions seems to be very
broadly based including: denial of leaves of appeal on the question of whether there has been
informed consent by a requisite majority of the constituent group on an interim settlement;
whether representative counsel has had conflicts of interest between different constituent groups
in its negotiations on behalf of and recommendations for interim settlements to the court
appointed representatives of these constituent groups; and, even matters of general principle and
law that the CCAA Court Monitor and Judge may have made errors on, especially if there has
been court appointed Representative consent to a settlement involving these alleged errors.
The Ontario Attorney General Chris Bentley and the Ontario Legislature Standing Committee on
Justice Policy have jurisdiction over the court procedures for the Ontario Superior Court of
Justice.
The Ontario Superior Court of Justice Annual Report 2007-2008 provides the following
information about government jurisdiction over the administration of the Ontario Superior Court
of Justice:
All judges of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice are appointed by the federal government and
derive their inherent jurisdiction from their appointments under section 96 of the Constitution
Act.
(1) The Ontario Courts of Justice Act establishes the legal framework for Ontario’s Court
structure and Court proceedings.
(2) The Courts of Justice Amendment Act, 1989 created one large superior trial Court when the
High Court of Justice for Ontario merged with the District Court and the Surrogate Court.
This new superior trial Court was called the Ontario Court (General Division). The name of
the Ontario Court (General Division) was changed to the Superior Court of Justice in April
1999 when the Courts Improvement Act, 1996 came into force.
The Superior Court of today is entrenched in our modern Canadian Constitution, guaranteeing
that the Court continues its inherent and protective authority.
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The Superior Court of Justice in Ontario has inherent jurisdiction over criminal, civil and
family cases, arising from Ontario’s common law traditions. The Court has all the jurisdiction,
power and authority historically exercised by Courts of common law and equity in England and
Ontario. The Superior Court’s inherent jurisdiction gives it authority to hear any matter that is
not specifically assigned to another level of Court. The Court also has authority over matters
granted to it by federal and provincial statutes.
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APPENDIX A - Federal and Provincial Funding of Compensation for Nortel Disabled Employees' Financial Abuse

Present Value of Actuarial Liabilities Owed and Solutions ($ M)

Actuarial Liabilities Owed
HWT Settlement
Net Amount Owed After HWT Settlement
HWT Settlement Nov. 9, 2010
Income Tax Free

Combined

Federal
0%
70%

Provinces
100%
30%

Ontario
67%
20%

Quebec
22%
7%

Alberta
10%
3%

$134
$29
$105

$4

$3

$1

$1

$0

$0

Provincial Drug Prescription Programs

$23

$0

$23

$15

$5

$2

TO DATE - Total Taxpayer Downloading

$26

$3

$24

$16

$5

$2

$80

$45

$35

$23

$7

$3

$105

$47

$57

$38

$13

$6

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$26

$3

$24

$16

$5

$2

SOLUTION # 1
Incremental Government Emergency Relief Payment
SOLUTION # 1 - Total Taxpayer Downloading
SOLUTION # 2
Introduce a Nortel Disabled Emergency Act
(Force the Creditors to Pay)
Incremental Government Emergency Relief Payment
SOLUTION # 2 - Total Taxpayer Downloading
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APPENDIX B - Federal Government Retroactive Legislation

New Federal statutes can apply retroactively, even if they affect the substantive rights and
obligations of prior Court approved settlements. The prospects for successful litigation of the
retroactive statute is squashed by clear language in the retroactive clause to achieve the specific
purpose of altering specific provisions in a specific prior Court approved settlement: Smith
Estate v. National Money Mart Company, 2008 CanLII 27479 (ON S.C.); British Columbia v.
Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd., S.C.C. 49 [2005]; Angus v. Sun Alliance Insurance Co., 1988
CanLII 5 (S.C.C.), [1988] 2 S.C.R. 256; and, Acme (Village) School District No. 2296 v. Steele
Smith, [1933] S.C.R. 47.
British Columbia v. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd., S.C.C 49, [2005] says:
69. Except for criminal law, the retrospectivity and retroactivity of which is limited by s. 11(g)
of the Charter, there is no requirement of legislative prospectivity embodied in the rule of law or
in any provision of our Constitution.
Professor P. W. Hogg sets out the state of the law accurately (in Constitutional Law of Canada
(loose-leaf ed.), vol. 2, at p. 48-29):
Apart from s. 11(g), Canadian constitutional law contains no prohibition of retroactive (or ex
post facto) laws. There is a presumption of statutory interpretation that a statute should not be
given retroactive effect, but, if the retroactive effect is clearly expressed, then there is no room
for interpretation and the statute is effective according to its terms. Retroactive statutes are in
fact common.
71. The absence of a general requirement of legislative prospectivity exists despite the fact
that retrospective and retroactive legislation can overturn settled expectations and is sometimes
perceived as unjust: see E. Edinger, ―Retrospectivity in Law‖ (1995), 29 U.B.C. L. Rev. 5, at p.
13. Those who perceive it as such can perhaps take comfort in the rules of statutory
interpretation that require the legislature to indicate clearly any desired retroactive or
retrospective effects. Such rules ensure that the legislature has turned its mind to such effects
and ―determined that the benefits of retroactivity [or retrospectivity] outweigh the potential for
disruption or unfairness‖: Landgraf v. USI Film Products, 511 US 244 (1994), at p. 268.
As such, in the face of a clearly worded retroactivity clause it is highly unlikely that any
litigation will be commenced on the retroactive effect of a government bill, striving to obtain a
preference for the Nortel disability income and medical claims above the unsecured creditors
notwithstanding the March 30, 2010 Interim Settlement.
Private contracts are generally considered not to constrain governments' legislative competence,
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and Courts are required to apply the law that's given to them, provided the matter is within the
jurisdictional competence of the government that enacted the law, and further provided the law is
not in conflict with the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
The Canada Library of Parliament Report, "Coming Into Force of Federal Legislation," dated
May 15, 2009 says, "A common practice is to give legislation a retroactive effect, meaning that
its provisions are deemed to have come into force on a date prior to Royal Assent. Such an Act,
although it is not enforceable before its Royal Assent can apply once enacted to the facts and
situations that occurred before its Royal Assent. Income Tax Act amendments routinely go
into retroactive effect on the date of their announcement, and before the amendment is given
Royal Assent.
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APPENDIX C - Common Law and Statutes Referred to in This Report
Nortel Health and Welfare Trust Related

Nortel Networks Corporation (Re), [2011] ONCA 10 Jan. 7, 2011
Nortel Networks Corporation (Re), [2010] ONSC 5584 Nov. 9, 2010
Nortel Networks Corporation (Re), [2010] ONCA 402 June 3, 2010
Nortel Networks Corporation (Re), [2010] ONSC March 31, 2010
Nortel Networks Corporation (Re), [2010] ONSC 1708 March 26, 2010
Breach of Fiduciary Duties

Air Canada (Re), [2004] CanLII 11700 (ON SC)
Froese v. Montreal Trust Co. of Canada, [1996] B.C.J. No. 1091 (B.C.C.A.)
Air Canada v. M & L Travel Ltd., [1993] 3 S.C.R. 787
Cowan v. Scargill, [1984] 2 All E.R. 750 (ch.D.)
Schmidt v. Air Products of Canada Ltd., [1994] 2 S.C.R. 611
Constructive Trusts
Nortel Networks Corporation (Re), [2010] ONSC 3061 June 25, 2010
Indalex (Re), [2011] ONCA 265 April 7, 2011
Indalex (Re), [2010] ONSC 1114 Feb. 18, 2010
KPMG (Trustee in Bankruptcy of Ellingesen) v. Halmark Ford Sales Ltd., [2000] BCCA 458
Ascent Ltd. (Re), [2006] O.J. No. 89 (O.C.J.)
Pettkus v. Becker, [1980] 2 S.C.R. 834
Sorochan v. Sorochan, [1986] 2 S.C.R. 38
Soulos v. Korkontzilas, [1997] 2 S.C.R. 217
Contract of Insurance
Attorney General v. Confederation Life Insurance, [1995] (ON S.C.)
Prudential Insurance Co. v. Commissioners of Inland Revenue, [1904] 2 KB. 658 at p. 663
California Physicians’ Service v. Garrison, Insurance Commissioner, 172 P.2d 4 [1946]
Bendix Automotive of Canada Ltd. v. United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America (U.A.W.) Local 195, [1971] 3 O.R. 263 at pp. 270-71, 20 D.L.R. (3d) 151
(H.C.J.).
Carey Canada Inc. (Re), 2006 CanLII 41289 (ON SC)
Misappropriation and Defalcation Definitions
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Income Tax
Canadian Pacific Ltd. v. Minister of Revenue, [1998] (C.A.O)
Wawang Forest Products Limited v. The Queen, [2001] (T.C.C.)
Federal Retroactive Law

Smith Estate v. National Money Mart Company, [2008] CanLII 27479 (ON S.C.)
British Columbia v. Imperial Tobacco Canada Ltd., [2005] S.C.C. 49
Angus v. Sun Alliance Insurance Co., [1988] 2 S.C.R. 256
Acme (Village) School District No. 2296 v. Steele Smith, [1933] S.C.R. 47
Landgraf v. USI Film Products, 511 US 244 [1994] (US S.C.)
Statutes Referred to in This Report
Federal Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act (CCAA)
Federal Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (BIA)
Federal Winding-up and Restructuring Act (WRA)
Ontario Trustee Act (OTA)
Ontario Consumer Protection Act (OCPA)
Income Tax Act (ITA)
Income Tax Act Amendment S. 18 (9) (a) (iii) Dec. 11, 1979
Canada Revenue Agency Interpretation Bulletins And Ruling Documents Referred to in
This Report
IT85R - Pre 1986 Health and Welfare Trusts for Employees Jan. 20, 1975
IT428 - Wage Loss Replacement Plans April 30, 1979
IT85R2 - Health and Welfare Trusts for Employees July 31, 1986
CRA Ruling Document # 9412155 - HWT Surplus - July 26, 1994
CRA Ruling Document # 9433745 - Trust Wind-up - Nov. 30, 1994
CRA Technical News - Health and Welfare Trusts Oct. 30, 2002
CRA Ruling Document #9477117 - Consideration for Insurance After End of Year - Nov. 22, 2004
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APPENDIX D - Videos On The Nortel Disabled Injustice
Canadians Ending Lives of Disabled - Video
Nortel Disabled Injustice in Federal Government Inaction- Video
Nortel Disabled Injustice in No Court Remedy for Breach of Trust - Video
House of Commons - Liberal MP Mark Eyking on Bill C-624 March 11, 2011
House of Commons - Liberal MP Michael Savage on Bill C-624 March 11, 2011
House of Commons - NDP John Rafferty on Bill C-624 March 11, 2011
House of Commons - Bloc MP Josee Beaudin on Bill C-624 March 11, 2011
Senate Banking Trade and Commerce - Peter Burns on Bill S-216 Nov. 18, 2010
Senate Banking, Trade and Commerce - Diane Urquhart on Bill S-216 Nov. 18, 2010
Finance Committee - Josee Marin, Nortel LTD Employee April 20, 2010
Finance Committee - Josee Marin, Nortel LTD Employee French April 20, 2010
Finance Committee - Sylvain deMargerie, Husband Nortel LTD Employee April 13, 2010
Finance Committee - Diane Urquhart, Bankruptcy Law March 25, 2010
Finance Committee - Diane Urquhart, Bankruptcy Law French March 25, 2010
Charles Lynch Press Theater - Carol Sampson March 21, 2011
Charles Lynch Press Theater - Peter Burns March 12, 2010
Ottawa Proroguing Rally - Arlene Plante Statement January 23, 2010
House of Commons - Parliamentary Sect'y Mike Lake on Bill C-624 March 11, 2011
House of Commons - Conservative MP Lois Brown on Bill C-624 March 11, 2011
House of Commons - Prime Minister Stephen Harper on Nortel Disabled Nov. 30, 2010
House of Commons - Industry Minister Tony Clement on Bill S-216 Nov. 18, 2010
Senate Banking Trade and Commerce - Vim Kochhar on Bill S-216 Nov. 18, 2010
Senate Banking Trade and Commerce - Irving Gerstein on Bill S-216 Nov. 17, 2010
Senate Banking Trade and Commerce - Canadian Bankers Association on Bill S-216 Nov. 17, 2010

Senate Banking Trade and Commerce - FETCO on Bill S-216 Nov.17, 2011
Senate Banking Trade and Commerce - Earl Shea, Gowlings on Bill S-216 Nov.17, 2010
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APPENDIX E - The Decision-Makers Who Approved Poverty Of Nortel Disabled
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THE DECISION-MAKERS
WHO APPROVED POVERTY OF NORTEL DISABLED
WITHOUT CONSEQUENCES FOR
DISABILITY INSURANCE DECEPTION
& $75 MILLION BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTIES

IN THE HEALTH AND WELFARE TRUST
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NORTEL DISABLED FIGHT BACK
Parkinson’s Disease, Multiple Sclerosis, Scleroderma, Crohn’s Disease, Cancer, Muscular Dystrophy,
Fibromyalgia, Diabetes, Bi-Polar Disorder, Schizophrenia, Heart Disease, Back Injury, Brain Injury

In Memory of
Peter Burns
May 14, 2011

In Memory of
Michael Riley
September 7, 2010

In Memory of
Gia Do
July 17, 2010

In Memory of
Alice Campbell
January 14, 2010
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Chairman
David Richardson

Director
Jalynn Bennet

Former Director &
Chair Pension Fund Policy Committee
John Manley

Director
John MacNaughton
THE DECISION-MAKERS
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CURRENT
MANAGEMENT

Chief Strategy Officer
George Strathy

Corporate Leader
John Doolittle

PREVIOUS
MANAGEMENT

Former CEO
Mike Zafirovski
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Former CEO
Bill Owens
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NORTEL HEALTH AND WELFARE TRUST
THIRD PARTY TRUSTEES

Northern Trust
Chairman, President & CEO Frederick
H. Waddell

Northern Trust Canada
President & CEO
Robert Baillie

NORTHERN TRUST’S LAWYERS

Pamela J. Huff
Conflict of Interest in Representation of
MatlinPatterson Global Advisers LLC,
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10% Nortel Bond Owner

J. Jeremy Forgie
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Administrative Services Provider
for
Nortel Sponsored Disability Insurance

Sun Life Financial
Chief Executive Officer
Donald A. Stewart

Sun Life Financial Canada
President
Kevin Dougherty
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COURT MONITOR
Murray McDonald

NORTEL’S LAWYER
Derrick Tay

COURT MONITOR’S LAWYERS
Gale Rubenstein

Jay Carfagnini
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U.S. UNSECURED CREDITORS COMMITTEE
CANADIAN LAWYERS

Alex MacFarlane

Shayne Kukulowicz

Michael Wunder

U.S. AD HOC BOND OWNERS COMMITTEE
CANADIAN LAWYERS

Richard Swan
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Richard Orzy
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Kevin Zych

COURT OF APPEAL FOR ONTARIO

ONTARIO SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
BANKRUPTCY DIVISION

J. Warren Winkler J. James MacPherson

J. Geoffrey Morawetz

J. Stephen Goudge

J. Karen Weiler
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J. Louis LeBel

J. Morris Fish
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J. Thomas Cromwell
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COURT APPOINTED
REPRESENTATIVE COUNSEL
NORTEL
PENSIONERS
SEVERED EMPLOYEES
DISABLED EMPLOYEES
Koskie Minsky LLP
Susan Philpott

Koskie Minsky LLP
Mark Zigler

COURT APPOINTED
DISABLED REPRESENTATIVE’S
INDEPENDENT COUNSEL

Sacks Goldblatt Mitchell LLP
Peter Engelmann
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Sacks Goldblatt Mitchell LLP
Fiona Campbell
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COURT APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVES
NORTEL PENSIONERS AND SEVERED EMPLOYEES

Don Sproule

COURT APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVE
NORTEL DISABLED EMPLOYEES

Sue Kennedy
LIAISON FOR REPRESENTATIVES
NORTEL PENSIONERS & DISABLED

Former Nortel
General Counsel
David D. Archibald

Michael Campbell
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Ann Clarke Stewart
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CANADIAN AUTO WORKERS CANADA

President
Ken Lewensa

Legal Counsel
Barry Wadsworth
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COURT APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVE COUNSEL
NORTEL CURRENT EMPLOYEES

Arthur Jacques

Thomas McRae

COURT APPOINTED REPRESENTATIVES
NORTEL CURRENT EMPLOYEES

Kent Felske
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Dany Sylvain
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MINISTERS AND PARLIAMENTARY SECRETARY

Prime Minister
Stephen Harper

House Leader
John Baird

Industry Minister
Tony Clement
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Parliamentary
Secretary to
Industry Minister
Mike Lake

Minister of CRA
Keith Ashfield
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SENATORS

Stephen Greene

Vim Kochhar
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Irving Gerstein
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INDUSTRY CANADA
BUREAUCRATS

Deputy Minister of Industry
Richard Dicerni

Assistant Deputy Minister of Industry
Strategic Policy Sector
Marta Morgan

Industry Canada
Senior Director, Corporate and Insolvency Law and Internal Trade
Roger Charland
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Systemic Failure of Disability Insurance in Health and Welfare Trusts:
Solutions to Stop Financial Abuse of Disabled Employees in Canada
Read the Report for Solutions
In the Courtroom ...
In Legislative Change ...
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